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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR COMPETING FOR ACCESS

(57) Embodiments provide a contention-based ac-
cess method and device, which include that: a transmis-
sion node acquires predefined information; and the trans-
mission node performs contention-based access accord-
ing to the predefined information, wherein the predefined
information includes at least one of: a frame structure, a
data transmission subframe location, a data type, dedi-
cated indication signaling, a frame scheduling manner
and data transmission. Listen Before Talk (LBT) different
from Downlink (DL) is adopted, and a flow is simplified
when Uplink (UL) LBT is executed, so that the problems
of poor UL performance and low spectrum efficiency
caused by adoption of DL LBT for UL in the related so-
lution may be solved.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the technical field of
wireless communications, and particularly to contention-
based access method and device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Along with rapid increase of data services, bur-
den of data transmission born by carriers of a licensed
spectrum also increases, and thus sharing data traffic in
licensed carriers through carriers of an unlicensed spec-
trum becomes an important evolution direction of subse-
quent development of Long Term Evolution (LTE). The
unlicensed spectrum has the following characteristics:
the unlicensed spectrum does not have to be purchased,
a spectrum resource is zero-cost, and the characteristic
of no cost/low cost is achieved; both individuals and en-
terprises may participate in deployment, equipment of
equipment manufacturers may be freely deployed, and
the characteristics of low admission requirement and low
cost are achieved; frequency bands such as 5GHz and
2.4GHz in the unlicensed spectrum are all available, and
the characteristic of large available bandwidth is
achieved; an unlicensed carrier has the characteristic of
resource sharing, that is, when multiple different systems
operate therein or different operating companies of the
same system operate therein, some resource sharing
manners may be considered to improve spectrum utili-
zation efficiency; the unlicensed spectrum has the char-
acteristic of multiple radio access technologies, i.e., dif-
ferent communication standards, difficulty in collabora-
tion and diversified network topologies; the unlicensed
spectrum has the characteristic of multiple radio access
stations, i.e., large number of users, great difficulty in
collaboration and high centralized management over-
head; and the unlicensed spectrum has the characteristic
of multiple applications, that is, it is mentioned that mul-
tiple services may operate therein, for example, Machine
to Machine (M2M) and Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V). On the
basis of the characteristics of the unlicensed spectrum,
a project was set up for study in Release-13 (Rel-13) of
the LTE system in September, 2014, and an important
topic for discussion is use of carriers of an unlicensed
spectrum by the LTE system for operation. Such a tech-
nology will enable the LTE system to use carriers of a
present unlicensed spectrum, greatly improve a potential
spectrum resource of the LTE system and enable the
LTE system to achieve lower spectrum cost.
[0003] Use of an unlicensed spectrum resource by the
LTE system must meet a regulation requirement of unli-
censed carriers, that is, before the unlicensed carriers
are used, Listen Before Talk (LBT) is required. Executing
LBT may avoid an interference problem caused by si-
multaneous use of the unlicensed carrier by adjacent sys-
tems. It is well known that Uplink (UL) transmission in

the LTE system is based on a mechanism of scheduling
through a base station, and meanwhile, according to a
regulation requirement of Europe, for UL transmission
on an unlicensed carrier, an LBT mechanism is also re-
quired to be executed at first. At present, in a feasibility
Study Item (SI) for a Licensed-Assisted Access (LAA)
system, i.e. LTE using a license-exempt frequency band,
the international organization for mobile communication
standard makes such a conclusion that LBT with random
back-off with variable size of contention window (LBT
Cat4) is adopted for Downlink (DL), but does not make
an explicit conclusion for UL LBT. In view that UL trans-
mission is based on scheduling of a base station, when
an LBT Cat4 mechanism the same as that used for the
DL is adopted, there may be the problems of poor UL
performance, low frequency efficiency and the like
caused by difficulty in UL access and incapability in trans-
mission of UL transmitted data.

SUMMARY

[0004] Embodiments of the disclosure provide a con-
tention-based access method and device, which adopt
an LBT different from that used for DL and may at least
solve the problems of poor UL performance and low spec-
trum efficiency caused by adoption of DL LBT for UL in
the related solutions.
[0005] According to an embodiment of the disclosure,
a contention-based access method is provided, which
may include that:

a transmission node acquires predefined informa-
tion; and
the transmission node performs contention-based
access according to the predefined information,
wherein the predefined information may include at
least one of: a frame structure, a data transmission
sub frame location, a data type, dedicated indication
signaling, a frame scheduling manner or data trans-
mission.

[0006] Furthermore, the frame structure may include:
a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) frame structure; or,
a Time Division Duplex (TDD) frame structure; or, a dy-
namically configured UL and DL frame structure.
[0007] Furthermore, when the predefined information
includes the frame structure, the operation that the trans-
mission node performs contention-based access accord-
ing to the predefined information may include that:
for the FDD frame structure, or, the TDD frame structure,
or, the dynamically configured UL and DL frame struc-
ture, the transmission node adopts LBT without a random
back-off window or LBT with the random back-off window
during contention-based access.
[0008] Furthermore, LBT with the random back-off win-
dow may include at least one of:

direct execution of evolution Clear Channel Assess-
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ment (eCCA),
execution of single Clear Channel Assessment
(CCA) and eCCA, or
execution of eCCA with a defer period;
and/or, LBT without the random back-off window
may include:

execution of single CCA only, or,
execution of single CCA for a preset number of
times.

[0009] Furthermore, a random back-off value of eCCA
may be N, N being a natural number.
[0010] Furthermore, when there are multiple contigu-
ous UL subframes in the frame structure, the operation
that the transmission node performs contention-based
access according to the predefined information may in-
clude that:
before a first UL subframe, an LBT mechanism is exe-
cuted for contention-based access on configured sym-
bols having a number larger than and/or equal to a pre-
determined number; and for subsequent UL subframes,
the LBT mechanism is executed for contention-based
access on a last Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-
plexing (OFDM) symbol of a previous subframe of a con-
figured scheduling subframe or a preset frequency-do-
main resource pattern in the last OFDM symbol, wherein
the predetermined number may be configured or prede-
fined by a base station.
[0011] Furthermore, when a subframe for executing
contention-based access is a special subframe during
transmission on the first UL subframe, a preset number
of OFDM symbols in a previous subframe of the first UL
subframe may include:

a preset number of OFDM symbols in a Downlink
Pilot Time Slot (DwPTS); or,
a preset number of OFDM symbols in a Guard Period
(GP); or,
a preset number of OFDM symbols in an Uplink Pilot
Time Slot (UpPTS),
wherein a minimum value of the preset number may
be a last OFDM symbol of at least one of the DwPTS,
the GP or the UpPTS; and a maximum value of the
preset number may correspond to a number of sym-
bols occupied by at least one of the DwPTS, the GP
or the UpPTS respectively.

[0012] Furthermore, for one transmission burst, a first
subframe may execute an LBT mechanism with the ran-
dom back-off window, and a subsequent subframe may
execute the LBT mechanism with the random back-off
window; or,
for one transmission burst, a first subframe may execute
the LBT mechanism with the random back-off window,
and a subsequent subframe may execute an LBT mech-
anism without the random back-off window.
[0013] Furthermore, when there are multiple contigu-

ous UL subframes, the operation that the transmission
node performs contention-based access according to the
predefined information may include that:

no matter whether previous subframes successfully
execute LBT or not, next subframes immediately fol-
lowing the previous subframes perform CCA detec-
tion according to the LBT mechanism with the ran-
dom back-off window; or,
no matter whether the LBT mechanism is executed
successfully in the previous subframe, the next sub-
frames perform CCA detection according to the LBT
mechanism without the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed in
the previous subframe, the next subframes perform
CCA detection according to the LBT mechanism with
the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed in
the previous subframe, the next subframes perform
CCA detection according to the LBT mechanism
without the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed in
the previous subframe, the next subframes perform
CCA detection according to an LBT mechanism con-
figured by the base station; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed in
the previous subframe, the next subframes perform
CCA detection according to the LBT mechanism,
configured by the base station, without the random
back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed in
the previous subframe, the next subframes perform
CCA detection according to the LBT mechanism,
configured by the base station, with the random
back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism succeeds in
the previous subframe, the next subframes perform
CCA detection according to the LBT mechanism with
the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism succeeds in
the previous subframe, the next subframes perform
CCA detection according to the LBT mechanism
without the random back-off window.

[0014] Furthermore, a duration of single CCA detection
may be configured to be at least one of: 34ms, 25ms,
20ms, 18ms, 16ms, 9ms or 10ms.
[0015] Furthermore, a starting point of single CCA de-
tection may be a fixed location or dynamic random loca-
tion within a configured CCA detection time period.
[0016] Furthermore, the configured CCA detection
time period may be divided into multiple time intervals.
[0017] Furthermore, when the starting location of sin-
gle CCA detection is the fixed location, the starting loca-
tion of single CCA detection may be a starting location
of a specific time period of the multiple time intervals.
[0018] Furthermore, the specific time period, or, the
fixed starting location of CCA detection may be deter-
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mined in at least one of the following manners:
predefinition; notification to User Equipment (UE) by the
base station through Downlink Control Information (DCI)
signaling; predetermination by the base station and the
UE; or, negotiation between transmission nodes; or, con-
figuration.
[0019] Furthermore, when the starting location of sin-
gle CCA detection is the dynamic random location, the
starting location of single CCA detection may be one of:

a location randomly selected from the configured
CCA detection time period; or,
a starting location of a time period randomly selected
from the multiple time intervals in the configured CCA
detection time period; or,
alocation randomly selected from the time period
randomly selected from the multiple time intervals in
the configured CCA detection time period; or,
alocation randomly selected from a fixed time period
in the multiple time intervals in the configured CCA
detection time period.

[0020] Furthermore, when single CCA detection is ex-
ecuted to determine that a channel is busy, single CCA
detection may be continued to be executed, and when it
is detected that a duration when the channel has kept
idle for a set single CCA detection duration from a mo-
ment when the busy channel gets idle, it may be consid-
ered that CCA detection succeeds; or,
single CCA detection may be executed, and when de-
tecting that the channel has kept idle for the preset single
CCA detection duration, it may be considered that the
CCA detection succeeds.
[0021] Furthermore, when detecting by single CCA de-
tection that the channel is busy or CCA is failed to be
executed,
a starting point of execution of single CCA detection next
time may be determined in a manner that one point in
the time intervals after the location where single CCA is
executed last time is randomly selected as the starting
point of execution of single CCA detection; or,
the starting point of execution of single CCA detection
next time may be randomly selected from the configured
CCA detection time period; or,
the starting point of execution of single CCA detection
next time may be determined in a manner that a location
where a busy state of the currently detected channel is
ended is determined as the starting point of execution of
single CCA detection.
[0022] Furthermore, in case of asynchrony or synchro-
ny or unfair contention for channel access between trans-
mission nodes, or, in case of unfair contention for channel
access between systems, at least one of the following
processing may be performed:

priorities or LBT mechanism methods for execution
of LBT by the transmission nodes or the systems are
adjusted;

starting locations of CCA detection executed by the
transmission nodes or the systems are alternately
changed; and
the starting locations of CCA detection are randomly
selected between the transmission nodes or the sys-
tems.

[0023] Furthermore, the operation that the priorities or
LBT mechanism methods for execution of LBT by the
transmission nodes or the systems are adjusted may in-
clude at least one of the following operations:

the transmission nodes regulate priorities or LBT
mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this time
on the basis of last LBT detection results;
the transmission nodes regulate the priorities or LBT
mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this time
on the basis of results of LBT detection executed
within a period of time;
the transmission nodes regulate the priorities or LBT
mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this time
on the basis of execution of the LBT mechanisms
for a preset number of times; and
the transmission nodes regulate the priorities or LBT
mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this time
or remain idle for a preset period of time on the basis
that an accumulated sum of time when LBT is suc-
cessfully executed exceeds a preset threshold.

[0024] Furthermore, when the transmission nodes
successfully execute last LBT, the priorities or LBT mech-
anisms for execution of LBT detection this time may be
decreased; or,
when the transmission nodes fail to execute last LBT,
the priorities or LBT mechanisms for execution of LBT
detection this time may be increased; or,
when a number of times for which the transmission nodes
successfully execute LBT detection within a period of
time is larger than a preset threshold value, the priorities
or LBT mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this
time may be decreased; or,
when a number of times for which the transmission nodes
fail to execute LBT detection within a period of time is
larger than a preset threshold value, the priorities or LBT
mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this time may
be increased.
[0025] Furthermore, execution of single CCA detection
for the preset number of times may include that:

the preset number of times is obtained by rounding
a value obtained by dividing the configured CCA de-
tection time period by the single CCA detection du-
ration, or, is predefined;
during the configured CCA detection time period, a
location of each single CCA detection is fixed or dy-
namic; and
when the location of each single CCA detection is
dynamic, when it is detected that the channel has
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kept idle for a preset time within the configured CCA
detection time period, it is determined that contention
for a right to use an unlicensed carrier succeeds,
wherein the locations of single CCA detection of the
preset number of times may be mutually contiguous,
or mutually overlapped or mutually discontiguous;
when it is determined by single CCA detection that
the channel is idle, it may be determined that con-
tention for the right to use the unlicensed carrier suc-
ceeds; and when it is determined by single CCA de-
tection that the channel is busy, single CCA detection
may be continued to be executed, and when it is
detected that the channel is idle, it may be deter-
mined that contention for the right to use the unli-
censed carrier succeeds.

[0026] Furthermore, the transmission node may ran-
domly select the location of each single CCA detection
from multiple single CCA detection locations within the
configured CCA detection time period, or, may predefine
and configure the multiple single CCA detection loca-
tions.
[0027] Furthermore, execution of eCCA with the defer
period may include that:

the defer period is executed at first, and then eCCA
is executed; or,
eCCA is executed at first, and when it is detected
that the channel is busy, the defer period is executed,
wherein a duration of the defer period may be con-
figured to be any one of:

34ms, 25ms, 20ms, 18ms, 16ms, 10ms, 9ms, 0ms,
an integral multiple of a duration of random back-
off CCA detection in eCCA and one of combi-
nations, obtained according to an addition op-
eration, of these options; or
the duration of random back-off CCA detection
in eCCA may be 9ms or 10ms.

[0028] Furthermore, the operation that the defer period
is executed at first and then eCCA is executed may in-
clude that:
detection in the defer period is executed, and when it is
detected in the defer period that the channel is idle, ran-
dom back-off CCA detection of eCCA is executed.
[0029] Furthermore, when it is detected in the defer
period that the channel is idle, an operation of decrement
by a preset number may be performed on the random
back-off value N, or, no operation may be performed on
the random back-off value N,
wherein the preset number may be a predefined numer-
ical value; or, the preset number may be determined ac-
cording to a number of times of preset-duration CCA de-
tection executable during detection in the defer period
and a value by which the random back-off value N is
decreased when it is determined once by preset-duration
CCA detection that the channel is idle.

[0030] Furthermore, when it is detected in the defer
period that the channel is busy, the transmission node
may continue executing CCA detection, and when it is
detected that the channel has kept idle for a preset du-
ration of the defer period, determine that the channel is
idle during detection in the defer period.
[0031] Furthermore, when it is detected in the defer
period that the channel is busy, the transmission node
may continue executing CCA detection, and when it is
detected that the channel has kept idle for the preset
duration of the defer period, determine that the channel
is idle during detection in the defer period.
[0032] Furthermore, the data type may include: a new
data packet; or, a retransmitted data packet, wherein du-
rations, corresponding to different types of data packets,
of execution of parameters involved in the LBT mecha-
nism may be different.
[0033] Furthermore, the duration, corresponding to the
retransmitted data packet, of the parameters involved in
LBT mechanism execution may be smaller than the du-
ration, corresponding to the new data packet, of the pa-
rameters involved in LBT mechanism execution.
[0034] Furthermore, the dedicated indication signaling
may include that:

the base station configures whether each function
of LBT is enabled or not and specific parameters of
LBT; or the transmission node determines whether
each function of LBT is enabled or not and the spe-
cific parameter of LBT,
wherein whether each function of LBT is enabled or
not may include: whether to adopt a dynamic expo-
nential back-off window or not, whether to adopt a
fixed contention back-off window or not, or whether
there is a contention window or not; and the specific
parameter of LBT may include at least one of: single
CCA, eCCA, the defer period or the random back-
off value N, N being a natural number.

[0035] Furthermore, the transmission node may ac-
quire the specific parameter of LBT in one of the following
manners:

the base station notifies the transmission node of the
specific parameter for execution of LBT through UL
grant information; or,
the transmission node determines the specific pa-
rameters of LBT according to a subframe ratio and
OFDM symbols occupied by execution of corre-
sponding LBT; or,
the specific parameters of LBT are predefined, and
the transmission node directly acquire the prede-
fined specific parameters of LBT.

[0036] Furthermore, the random back-off value N may
be obtained in any one of the following manners:

configuration by the base station; presetting; or ran-
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dom generation by the transmission node according
to a preset algorithm,
wherein a value range of the value N may be related
to a length of the configurated CCA detection time
period and a size of a contention window.

[0037] Furthermore, random generation of the random
back-off value N according to the preset algorithm may
include that:

a random number N is generated as the random
back-off value N through a uniform distribution func-
tion; or,
a random number N is generated as the random
back-off value N through a binomial distribution func-
tion; or,
a random number N is generated as the random
back-off value N through a normal distribution func-
tion.

[0038] Furthermore, the frame scheduling manner
may include at least one of: single-frame scheduling, mul-
ti-frame scheduling, self-scheduling or cross-carrier
scheduling.
[0039] Furthermore, before the operation that the
transmission node performs contention-based access
according to the predefined information, the method may
further include that:

when a base station with data to be sent executes
DL LBT to obtain the right to use the unlicensed car-
rier by contention and sends DL data and UL grant
information to the transmission node, the transmis-
sion node executes LBT before sending the UL data
and after receiving the information sent by the base
station; or,
after a base station with no data to be sent executes
DL LBT to obtain the right to use the unlicensed car-
rier by contention, a reserved signal is sent to occupy
the channel until a moment when the transmission
node executes LBT or indication information is sent
to notify the transmission node to execute LBT; or,
when the transmission node has a data service, the
transmission node executes LBT according to a pre-
set LBT location; or,
the transmission node executes LBT according to
received grant information.

[0040] Furthermore, the transmission node may ac-
quire the location where LBT is executed in a semi-static
configuration or dynamic configuration manner.
[0041] Furthermore, semi-static configuration may in-
clude:
configuration through DCI; or, configuration in a sub-
frame structure ratio manner.
[0042] Furthermore, dynamic configuration may in-
clude that: for the dynamically configured UL and DL
frame structure, the base station dynamically notifies the

transmission node according to a load condition.
[0043] Furthermore, the operation that the transmis-
sion node directly executes an eCCA random back-off
process for contention-based access or a random back-
off CCA detection process of eCCA may include that:

when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node performs a decrement operation on
the random back-off value N, the transmission node
judges whether the random back-off value N sub-
jected to the decrement operation is equal to 0 or
not, when a judgment result is YES, the transmission
node uses the unlicensed carrier for data transmis-
sion, and if the judgment result is NO, the transmis-
sion node executes next random back-off CCA de-
tection; or,
when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node judges whether the random back-off
value N is equal to 0 or not, when a judgment result
is YES, the transmission node uses the unlicensed
carrier for data transmission, and when the judgment
result is NO, the transmission node performs the
decrement operation on the random back-off value
N, and continues executing random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA; and
when it is detected that the channel is busy, the trans-
mission node executes next random back-off CCA
detection.

[0044] Furthermore, the method may further include
that:

when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is busy, the trans-
mission node performs the defer period detection,
and when it is detected in the defer period that the
channel is busy, the transmission node performs
next random back-off CCA detection;
when it is assessed in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, the transmission node performs the dec-
rement operation on the random back-off value N,
the transmission node judges whether the random
back-off value N subjected to the decrement opera-
tion is equal to 0 or not, if a judgment result is YES,
the transmission node uses the unlicensed carrier
for data transmission, and if the judgment result is
NO, the transmission node executes next random
back-off CCA detection; or,
when it is assessed in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, the transmission node judges whether the
random back-off value N is equal to 0 or not, when
a judgment result is YES, the transmission node us-
es the unlicensed carrier for data transmission, and
when the judgment result is NO, the transmission
node performs the decrement operation on the ran-
dom back-off value N, and the transmission node
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performs next random back-off CCA detection.

[0045] Furthermore, the method may further include
that:

if it is determined by random back-off CCA detection
in eCCA that the channel is busy, the transmission
node performs the defer period detection, when it is
detected in the defer period that the channel is idle,
executes the operation of decrement by the preset
number on the random back-off value N, and judges
whether the random back-off value N is equal to 0
or not, and when a judgment result is YES, the trans-
mission node uses the unlicensed carrier for data
transmission; and
when the judgment result is NO, the transmission
node repeatedly executes random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA or the transmission node executes
random back-off CCA detection in eCCA and per-
forms the defer period detection when it is detected
that the channel is busy, and when the random back-
off value N is 0, the transmission node determines
that the right to use the unlicensed carrier is acquired.

[0046] Furthermore, the method may further include
that: in the defer period, the transmission node executes
random back-off CCA detection in eCCA, and when it is
detected that the channel is idle, the transmission node
determines that the right to use the unlicensed carrier is
acquired, otherwise repeatedly executes random back-
off CCA detection in eCCA until the duration when it is
detected that the channel keeps idle reaches the duration
of the defer period, wherein a duration of random back-
off CCA detection in each eCCA may be 9ms or 10ms.
[0047] Furthermore, the operation that the transmis-
sion node performs the decrement operation on the ran-
dom back-off value N may include that:
when it is detected that the channel is idle, the transmis-
sion node decrements the random back-off value N by a
preset number, wherein the preset number may be dy-
namically adjusted or kept constant.
[0048] Furthermore, when the transmission node di-
rectly executes eCCA or executes the random back-off
CCA detection process of eCCA, the method may further
include that: the transmission node acquires the random
back-off value N.
[0049] Furthermore, the operation that the transmis-
sion node executes single CCA and eCCA for contention-
based access may include that:

the transmission node executes single CCA, and
when it is detected that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node determines that the right to use the
unlicensed carrier is acquired;
otherwise, if it is detected that the channel is busy,
the transmission node performs the eCCA random
back-off process, or, performs the defer period de-
tection, and after it is detected in the defer period

that the channel is idle, the transmission node per-
forms the eCCA random back-off process;
when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node performs the operation of decrement
by the preset number on the random back-off value
N, and judges whether the decreased random back-
off value N is 0 or not, when a judgment result is
YES, the transmission node determines that the right
to use the unlicensed carrier is acquired, and when
the judgment result is NO, the transmission node
executes next random back-off CCA detection; or,
when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node judges whether the random back-off
value N is equal to 0 or not, when a judgment result
is YES, the transmission node uses the unlicensed
carrier for data transmission, and when the judgment
result is NO, the transmission node performs the
decrement operation on the random back-off value
N, and continues executing random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA.

[0050] Furthermore, the method may further include
that:
when it is determined by random back-off CCA detection
in eCCA that the channel is busy, the transmission node
performs the defer period detection, after it is detected
in the defer period that the channel is idle, the transmis-
sion node continues executing random back-off CCA de-
tection of eCCA, and when the random back-off value N
is decreased to 0, the transmission node determines that
the right to use the unlicensed carrier is acquired.
[0051] Furthermore, when the transmission node per-
forms the defer period detection, the method may include
that:

when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, the operation of decrement by the preset
numerical value is not executed on the random back-
off value N; or,
when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, the operation of decrement by the preset
numerical value is performed on the random back-
off value N.

[0052] Furthermore, the operation that the operation
of decrement by the preset numerical value is performed
in the defer period may include that:
when it is detected in the defer period that the channel
is idle, the operation of decrement by the preset number
is performed on the random back-off value N, wherein
the preset decrement number may be a predefined nu-
merical value; or a final preset decrement number of N
in case of "idle" in the defer period is determined accord-
ing to the number of times of preset-duration CCA de-
tection executable in case of "idle" detected in the defer
period and the value by which decrement is performed
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when "idle" is determined by preset-duration CCA detec-
tion once; or, random back-off CCA detection is executed
for a preset number of times in the defer period, and when
it is detected once that the channel is idle, the operation
of decrement by the preset numerical value is performed
on the random back-off value N.
[0053] Furthermore, the method may further include
that:
when the transmission node executes random back-off
CCA detection in eCCA to determine that the channel is
idle, the transmission node uses the unlicensed carrier
for data transmission.
[0054] Furthermore, the method may further include
that:
when the transmission node executes random back-off
CCA detection in eCCA to determine that the channel is
busy, the transmission node performs the defer period
detection, and when it is detected in the defer period that
the channel is idle for a preset number of times, the trans-
mission node determines that the right to use the unli-
censed carrier is acquired, wherein the preset number
of times may be predefined and configured or acquired
according to a duration of detection in the defer period
and the duration of random back-off CCA detection in
eCCA.
[0055] Furthermore, when multiple transmission
nodes are required to multiplex an unlicensed carrier re-
source obtained by contention for data transmission to-
gether, the method may further include that:

when geographical distances between the multiple
transmission nodes are smaller than a preset value
and mutual interference is lower than a threshold
value, the base station configures the same random
back-off value N for the multiple transmission nodes;
when the geographical distances of the multiple
transmission nodes are larger than or equal to the
preset value and the mutual interference is more
than or equal to the threshold value, the multiple
transmission nodes generate corresponding ran-
dom back-off values N respectively; when a symbol
boundary is not reached at a moment when the ran-
dom back-off value N corresponding to any trans-
mission node in the multiple transmission nodes is
decreased to 0, the any transmission node sends a
reserved signal, the reserved signal being used for
each transmission node except the any transmission
node to recognize for contiguous random back-off;
and when a subframe boundary is reached at the
moment when the random back-off value N corre-
sponding to the any transmission node in the multiple
transmission nodes is decreased to 0, the transmis-
sion node of which the corresponding random back-
off value N is not decreased to 0 in the multiple trans-
mission nodes is not allowed to multiplex the unli-
censed carrier resource or the transmission node
successfully acquiring the unlicensed carrier re-
serves a specific CCA detection frequency-domain

resource, for the transmission nodes of which the
value N is not decreased to 0 to recognize and mul-
tiplex the resource.

[0056] Furthermore, the operation that the any trans-
mission node sends the reserved signal may include that:
the any transmission node sends the reserved signal
containing preset recognition information on a full band-
width, the preset recognition information including at
least one of: a cell Identifier (ID), a group ID and an op-
erating company ID; and the any transmission node
sends a reserved signal with a specific frequency-domain
pattern.
[0057] Furthermore, the method may further include
that:
the transmission node acquires the right to use the unli-
censed carrier, including that:

for LBT with the random back-off window, when the
random back-off value N is decreased to 0 when the
transmission node executes LBT with the random
back-off window in the preset number of configured
OFDM symbols, the transmission node acquires the
right to use the unlicensed carrier, wherein that the
random back-off value N is decreased to 0 may in-
clude that the random back-off value N is decreased
to 0 in the defer period; or,
for LBT with the random back-off window, if it is de-
tected by random back-off CCA detection that the
channel is idle once or for multiple times when the
transmission node executes LBT with the random
back-off window in the preset number of configured
OFDM symbols or the random back-off value N is
not decreased to 0 when the transmission node ex-
ecutes till a boundary of the preset number of OFDM
symbols, a zero setting operation is forcibly per-
formed on the random back-off value N, and the
transmission node determines that the right to use
the unlicensed carrier is acquired; or the random
back-off value N of the transmission node of which
the random back-off value N is not decreased to 0
is frozen for use during the next contention-based
access;
for an LBT process without the random back-off win-
dow, when the transmission node executes single
CCA detection to determine that the channel is idle,
the transmission node acquires the right to use the
unlicensed carrier; or,
for the LBT process without the random back-off win-
dow, when it is determined by one detection in mul-
tiple single CCA detections executed by the trans-
mission node that the channel is idle, the transmis-
sion node acquires the right to use the unlicensed
carrier.

[0058] Furthermore, the location where LBT is execut-
ed, the CCA detection time period, the LBT mechanism,
the corresponding parameter of the LBT mechanism, or,
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the number of the symbols configured to execute CCA
detection may be acquired in at least one of the following
manners:
notification to the UE by the base station through the DCI;
predefinition; configuration in the subframe structure ra-
tio manner; or dynamic notification to the UE by the base
station according to the load condition.
[0059] Furthermore, the CCA detection or LBT location
may be last one or more OFDM symbols of the previous
subframe of the scheduling subframe.
[0060] According to another embodiment of the disclo-
sure, a device configured for contention-based access
is further provided, which may include:

an acquisition unit, arranged to acquire predefined
information; and
an access unit, arranged to perform contention-
based access according to the predefined informa-
tion,
wherein the predefined information may include at
least one of: a frame structure, a data transmission
subframe location, a data type, dedicated indication
signaling, a frame scheduling manner or data trans-
mission.

[0061] Furthermore, the frame structure may include:
an FDD frame structure; or, a TDD frame structure; or,
a dynamically configured UL and DL frame structure.
[0062] Furthermore, when the predefined information
includes the frame structure, the access unit may spe-
cifically be arranged to:
for the FDD frame structure, or, the TDD frame structure,
or, the dynamically configured UL and DL frame struc-
ture, adopt LBT without a random back-off window or
LBT with the random back-off window during contention-
based access.
[0063] Furthermore, LBT with the random back-off win-
dow may include at least one of:

direct execution of eCCA,
execution of single CCA and eCCA, and
execution of eCCA with a defer period;
and/or,
wherein LBT without the random back-off window
may include:

execution of single CCA only, or,
execution of single CCA for a preset number of
times.

[0064] Furthermore, a random back-off value of eCCA
may be N, N being a natural number.
[0065] Furthermore, when there are multiple contigu-
ous UL subframes in the frame structure, the access unit
may specifically be arranged to:
before a first UL subframe, execute an LBT mechanism
for contention-based access on configured symbols hav-
ing a number larger than and/or equal to a predetermined

number; and for subsequent UL subframes, execute the
LBT mechanism for contention-based access on a last
OFDM symbol of a previous subframe of a configured
scheduling subframe or a preset frequency-domain re-
source pattern in the last OFDM symbol, wherein the
predetermined number may be configured or predefined
by a base station.
[0066] Furthermore, when a subframe for executing
contention-based access is a special subframe during
transmission on the first UL subframe, a preset number
of OFDM symbols in a previous subframe of the first UL
subframe may include:

a preset number of OFDM symbols in a DwPTS; or,
a preset number of OFDM symbols in a GP; or,
a preset number of OFDM symbols in an UpPTS,
wherein a minimum value of the preset number may
be a last OFDM symbol of at least one in the DwPTS,
the GP and the UpPTS; and a maximum value of the
preset number may correspond to a number of sym-
bols occupied by at least one in the DwPTS, the GP
and the UpPTS respectively.

[0067] Furthermore, for a transmission burst, a first
subframe may execute an LBT mechanism with the ran-
dom back-off window, and a subsequent subframe may
execute the LBT mechanism with the random back-off
window; or,
for a transmission burst, a first subframe may execute
the LBT mechanism with the random back-off window,
and a subsequent subframe may execute an LBT mech-
anism without the random back-off window.
[0068] Furthermore, when there are multiple contigu-
ous UL subframes, the access unit may specifically be
arranged to:

no matter whether a previous subframe successfully
execute LBT or not, perform, by next subframes,
CCA detection according to the LBT mechanism with
the random back-off window; or,
no matter whether the LBT mechanism is executed
successfully in the previous subframe, perform, by
the next subframes, CCA detection according to the
LBT mechanism without the random back-off win-
dow; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed in
the previous subframe, perform, by the next sub-
frames, CCA detection according to the LBT mech-
anism with the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed in
the previous subframe, perform, by the next sub-
frames, CCA detection according to the LBT mech-
anism without the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed in
the previous subframe, perform, by the next sub-
frames, CCA detection according to an LBT mech-
anism configured by the base station; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed in
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the previous subframe, perform, by the next sub-
frames, CCA detection according to the LBT mech-
anism, configured by the base station, without the
random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed in
the previous subframe, perform, by the next sub-
frames, CCA detection according to the LBT mech-
anism, configured by the base station, with the ran-
dom back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism succeeds in
the previous subframe, perform, by the next sub-
frames, CCA detection according to the LBT mech-
anism with the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism succeeds in
the previous subframe, perform, by the next sub-
frames, CCA detection according to the LBT mech-
anism without the random back-off window.

[0069] Furthermore, a duration of single CCA detection
may be arranged to be at least one of: 34ms, 25ms, 20ms,
18ms, 16ms, 9ms and 10ms.
[0070] Furthermore, a starting point of single CCA de-
tection may be a fixed location or dynamic random loca-
tion within a configured CCA detection time period.
[0071] Furthermore, the configured CCA detection
time period may be divided into multiple time intervals.
[0072] Furthermore, when the starting location of sin-
gle CCA detection is the fixed location, the starting loca-
tion of single CCA detection may be a starting location
of a specific time period of the multiple time intervals.
[0073] Furthermore, the specific time period, or, the
fixed starting location of CCA detection may be deter-
mined in at least one of the following manners:
predefinition; notification to UE by the base station
through DCI signaling; predetermination by the base sta-
tion and the UE; or, negotiation between transmission
nodes; or, configuration.
[0074] Furthermore, when the starting location of sin-
gle CCA detection is the dynamic random location, the
starting location of single CCA detection may be one of:

a location randomly selected from the configured
CCA detection time period; or,
a starting location of a time period randomly selected
from the multiple time intervals in the configured CCA
detection time period; or,
a location randomly selected from the time period
randomly selected from the multiple time intervals in
the configured CCA detection time period; or,
a location randomly selected from a fixed time period
in the multiple time intervals in the configured CCA
detection time period.

[0075] Furthermore, when single CCA detection is ex-
ecuted to determine that a channel is busy, single CCA
detection may be continued to be executed, and when it
is detected that a duration when the channel is kept idle
is a set single CCA detection duration from a moment

when the busy channel gets idle, it may be considered
that CCA detection succeeds; or,
single CCA detection may be executed, and if it is de-
tected that the duration when the channel is kept idle is
the preset single CCA detection duration, it may be con-
sidered that CCA detection succeeds.
[0076] Furthermore, when it is determined by single
CCA detection that the channel is busy or CCA is failed
to be executed,
a starting point of execution of single CCA detection next
time may be determined in a manner that one point in
the time intervals after the location where single CCA is
executed last time is randomly selected as the starting
point of execution of single CCA detection; or,
the starting point of execution of single CCA detection
next time may be randomly selected from the configured
CCA detection time period; or,
the starting point of execution of single CCA detection
next time may be determined in a manner that a location
where a busy state of the currently detected channel is
ended is determined as the starting point of execution of
single CCA detection.
[0077] Furthermore, in case of asynchrony or synchro-
ny or unfair contention for channel access between trans-
mission nodes, or, in case of unfair contention for channel
access between systems, at least one of the following
processing may be performed:

priorities or LBT mechanism methods for execution
of LBT by the transmission nodes or the systems are
adjusted;
starting locations of CCA detection executed by the
transmission nodes or the systems are alternately
changed; and
the starting locations of CCA detection are randomly
selected between the transmission nodes or the sys-
tems.

[0078] Furthermore, the operation that the priorities or
LBT mechanism methods for execution of LBT by the
transmission nodes or the systems are adjusted may in-
clude at least one of the following operations:

the transmission nodes adjustpriorities or LBT mech-
anisms for execution of LBT detection this time on
the basis of last LBT detection results;
the transmission nodes adjust the priorities or LBT
mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this time
on the basis of results of LBT detection executed
within a period of time;
the transmission nodes adjust the priorities or LBT
mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this time
on the basis of execution of the LBT mechanisms
for a preset number of times; and
the transmission nodes adjust the priorities or LBT
mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this time
or remain idle for a preset period of time on the basis
that an accumulated sum of time when LBT is suc-
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cessfully executed exceeds a preset threshold.

[0079] Furthermore, when the transmission nodes
successfully execute last LBT, the priorities or LBT mech-
anisms for execution of LBT detection this time may be
decreased; or,
when the transmission nodes fail to execute last LBT,
the priorities or LBT mechanisms for execution of LBT
detection this time may be increased; or,
when numbers of times for which the transmission nodes
successfully execute LBT detection within a period of
time are larger than a preset threshold value, the priorities
or LBT mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this
time may be decreased; or,
when a number of times for which the transmission nodes
fail to execute LBT detection within a period of time is
larger than a preset threshold value, the priorities or LBT
mechanisms for execution of LBT detection this time may
be increased.
[0080] Furthermore, execution of single CCA detection
for the preset number of times may include that:

the preset number of times is obtained by rounding
a value obtained by dividing the configured CCA de-
tection time period by the single CCA detection du-
ration, or, is predefined;
during the configured CCA detection time period, a
location of each single CCA detection is fixed or dy-
namic; and
when the location of single CCA detection of each
time is dynamic, when it is detected that the channel
has kept idle for a preset time within the configured
CCA detection time period, it is determined that con-
tention for a right to use an unlicensed carrier suc-
ceeds,
wherein the locations of single CCA detection of the
preset number of times may be mutually contiguous,
or mutually overlapped or mutually discontiguous;
when it is determined by single CCA detection that
the channel is idle, it may be determined that con-
tention for the right to use the unlicensed carrier suc-
ceeds; and when it is determined by single CCA de-
tection that the channel is busy, single CCA detection
may be continued to be executed, and when it is
detected that the channel is idle, it may be deter-
mined that contention for the right to use the unli-
censed carrier succeeds.

[0081] Furthermore, the transmission node may ran-
domly select the location of each single CCA detection
from multiple single CCA detection locations within the
configured CCA detection time period, or, may predefine
and configure the multiple single CCA detection loca-
tions.
[0082] Furthermore, execution of eCCA with the defer
period may include that:

the defer period is executed at first, and then eCCA

is executed; or,
eCCA is executed at first, and when it is detected
that the channel is busy, the defer period is executed,
wherein a duration of the defer period may be ar-
ranged to be any one of:

34ms, 25ms, 20ms, 18ms, 16ms, 10ms, 9ms, 0ms,
an integral multiple of a duration of random back-
off CCA detection in eCCA and one of combi-
nations, obtained according to an addition op-
eration, of these options; or
the duration of random back-off CCA detection
in eCCA may be 9ms or 10ms.

[0083] Furthermore, the operation that the defer period
is executed at first and then eCCA is executed may in-
clude that:
detection in the defer period is executed, and when it is
detected in the defer period that the channel is idle, ran-
dom back-off CCA detection of eCCA is executed.
[0084] Furthermore, when it is detected in the defer
period that the channel is idle, an operation of decrement
by a preset number may be performed on the random
back-off value N, or, no operation may be performed on
the random back-off value N,
wherein the preset number may be a predefined numer-
ical value; or, the preset number may be determined ac-
cording to a number of times of preset-duration CCA de-
tection executable during detection in the defer period
and a value by which the random back-off value N is
decreased when it is determined once by preset-duration
CCA detection that the channel is idle.
[0085] Furthermore, when it is detected in the defer
period that the channel is busy, the access unit may con-
tinue executing CCA detection, and when it is detected
that the channel has kept idle for a preset duration of the
defer period, determine that the channel is idle during
detection in the defer period.
[0086] Furthermore, when it is detected in the defer
period that the channel is busy, the access unit may con-
tinue executing CCA detection, and when it is detected
that the channel has kept idle for the preset duration of
the defer period, determine that the channel is idle during
detection in the defer period.
[0087] Furthermore, the data type may include: a new
data packet; or, a retransmitted data packet, wherein du-
rations, corresponding to different types of data packets,
of execution of parameters involved in the LBT mecha-
nisms may be different.
[0088] Furthermore, the duration, corresponding to the
retransmitted data packet, of the parameters involved in
LBT mechanism execution may be smaller than the du-
ration, corresponding to the new data packet, of the pa-
rameters involved in LBT mechanism execution.
[0089] Furthermore, the dedicated indication signaling
may include that:

the base station configures whether each function
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of LBT is enabled or not and specific parameters of
LBT; or the transmission node determines whether
each function of LBT is enabled or not and the spe-
cific parameter of LBT,
wherein whether each function of LBT is enabled or
not may include: whether to adopt a dynamic expo-
nential back-off window or not, whether to adopt a
fixed contention back-off window or not, or whether
there is a contention window or not; and the specific
parameter of LBT may include at least one of: single
CCA, eCCA, the defer period or the random back-
off value N, N being a natural number.

[0090] Furthermore, the acquisition unit may acquire
the specific parameter of LBT in one of the following man-
ners:

the base station notifies the transmission node of the
specific parameter for execution of LBT through UL
grant information; or,
the transmission node determines the specific pa-
rameters of LBT according to a sub frame ratio and
an OFDM symbols occupied by execution of corre-
sponding LBT; or,
the specific parameters of LBT are predefined, and
the transmission node directly acquire the prede-
fined specific parameters of LBT.

[0091] Furthermore, the random back-off value N may
be obtained in any one of the following manners:

configuration by the base station; presetting; or ran-
dom generation by the transmission node according
to a preset algorithm,
wherein a value range of the value N may be related
to a length of the configured CCA detection time pe-
riod and a size of a contention window.

[0092] Furthermore, random generation of the random
back-off value N according to the preset algorithm may
include that:

a random number N is generated as the random
back-off value N through a uniform distribution func-
tion; or,
a random number N is generated as the random
back-off value N through a binomial distribution func-
tion; or,
a random number N is generated as the random
back-off value N through a normal distribution func-
tion.

[0093] Furthermore, the frame scheduling manner
may include at least one of: single-frame scheduling, mul-
ti-frame scheduling, self-scheduling or cross-carrier
scheduling.
[0094] Furthermore, the access unit may further be ar-
ranged to:

when a base station with data required to be sent
executes DL LBT to obtain the right to use the unli-
censed carrier by contention and sends DL data and
UL grant information to the transmission node, exe-
cute, by the transmission node, LBT before sending
UL data after receiving the information sent by the
base station; or,
after a base station without data to be sent executes
DL LBT to obtain the right to use the unlicensed car-
rier by contention, send a reserved signal to occupy
the channel till a moment when the transmission
node executes LBT or send indication information to
notify the transmission node to execute LBT; or,
when the transmission node has a data service, ex-
ecute, by the transmission node, LBT according to
a preset LBT location; or,
execute, by the transmission node, LBT according
to received grant information.

[0095] Furthermore, the transmission node may ac-
quire the location where LBT is executed in a semi-static
configuration or dynamic configuration manner.
[0096] Furthermore, semi-static configuration may in-
clude:
configuration through DCI; or, configuration in a sub-
frame structure ratio manner.
[0097] Furthermore, dynamic configuration may in-
clude that: for the dynamically configured UL and DL
frame structure, the base station dynamically notifies the
transmission node according to a load condition.
[0098] Furthermore, the operation that the transmis-
sion node directly executes an eCCA random back-off
process for contention-based access or a random back-
off CCA detection process of eCCA may include that:

when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node performs a decrement operation on
the random back-off value N, the transmission node
judges whether the random back-off value N sub-
jected to the decrement operation is equal to 0 or
not, if a judgment result is YES, the transmission
node uses the unlicensed carrier for data transmis-
sion, and if the judgment result is NO, the transmis-
sion node executes next random back-off CCA de-
tection; or,
when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node judges whether the random back-off
value N is equal to 0 or not, when a judgment result
is YES, the transmission node uses the unlicensed
carrier for data transmission, and when the judgment
result is NO, the transmission node performs the
decrement operation on the random back-off value
N, and continues executing random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA; and
when it is detected that the channel is busy, the trans-
mission node executes next random back-off CCA
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detection.

[0099] Furthermore, the access unit may further be ar-
ranged to:

when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is busy, the trans-
mission node performs the defer period detection,
and when it is detected in the defer period that the
channel is busy, perform, by the transmission node,
next random back-off CCA detection;
whne it is assessed in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, perform, by the transmission node, the
decrement operation on the random back-off value
N, judge, by the transmission node, whether the ran-
dom back-off value N subjected to the decrement
operation is equal to 0 or not, when a judgment result
is YES, use, by the transmission node, the unli-
censed carrier for data transmission, and when the
judgment result is NO, execute, by the transmission
node, next random back-off CCA detection; or,
when it is assessed in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, judge, by the transmission node, whether
the random back-off value N is equal to 0 or not,
when a judgment result is YES, use, by the trans-
mission node, the unlicensed carrier for data trans-
mission, and when the judgment result is NO, per-
form, by the transmission node, the decrement op-
eration on the random back-off value N, and perform,
by the transmission node, next random back-off CCA
detection.

[0100] Furthermore, the access unit may further be ar-
ranged to:

when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is busy, perform
the defer period detection by the transmission node,
when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, execute the operation of decrement by
the preset number on the random back-off value N,
and judge whether the random back-off value N is
equal to 0 or not, and when a judgment result is YES,
use, by the transmission node, the unlicensed carrier
for data transmission; and
when the judgment result is NO, repeatedly execute,
by the transmission node, random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA or execute, by the transmission
node, random back-off CCA detection in eCCA and
the defer period detection when it is detected that
the channel is busy, and when the random back-off
value N is 0, determine, by the transmission node,
that the right to use the unlicensed carrier is acquired.

[0101] Furthermore, the access unit may further be ar-
ranged to: in the defer period, execute, by the transmis-
sion node, random back-off CCA detection in eCCA, and
when it is detected that the channel is idle, determine,

by the transmission node, that the right to use the unli-
censed carrier is acquired, otherwise repeatedly execute
random back-off CCA detection in eCCA until the dura-
tion when it is detected that the channel keeps idle reach-
es the duration of the defer period, wherein a duration of
random back-off CCA detection in each eCCA may be
9ms or 10ms.
[0102] Furthermore, the operation that the transmis-
sion node performs the decrement operation on the ran-
dom back-off value N may include that:
when it is detected that the channel is idle, the transmis-
sion node decreases the random back-off value N by a
preset number, wherein the preset number may be dy-
namically adjusted or kept constant.
[0103] Furthermore, when the transmission node di-
rectly executes eCCA or executes the random back-off
CCA detection process of eCCA, the access unit may
further be arranged to: acquire the random back-off value
N.
[0104] Furthermore, the operation that the access unit
executes single CCA and eCCA for contention-based ac-
cess may include that:

the transmission node executes single CCA, and
when it is detected that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node determines that the right to use the
unlicensed carrier is acquired;
otherwise, when it is detected that the channel is
busy, the transmission node performs the eCCA ran-
dom back-off process, or, performs the defer period
detection, and after it is detected in the defer period
that the channel is idle, the transmission node per-
forms the eCCA random back-off process;
when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node performs the operation of decrement
by the preset number on the random back-off value
N, and judges whether the decreased random back-
off value N is 0 or not, when a judgment result is
YES, the transmission node determines that the right
to use the unlicensed carrier is acquired, and when
the judgment result is NO, the transmission node
executes next random back-off CCA detection; or,
when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node judges whether the random back-off
value N is equal to 0 or not, when a judgment result
is YES, the transmission node uses the unlicensed
carrier for data transmission, and when the judgment
result is NO, the transmission node performs the
decrement operation on the random back-off value
N, and continues executing random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA.

[0105] Furthermore, the access unit may further be ar-
ranged to:
when it is determined by random back-off CCA detection
in eCCA that the channel is busy, perform the defer period
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detection by the transmission node, after it is detected in
the defer period that the channel is idle, continue exe-
cuting, by the transmission node, random back-off CCA
detection of eCCA, and when the random back-off value
N is decreased to 0, determine, by the transmission node,
that the right to use the unlicensed carrier is acquired.
[0106] Furthermore, when the transmission node per-
forms the defer period detection, the following operations
may be included:

when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, the operation of decrement by the preset
numerical value is not executed on the random back-
off value N; or,
when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, the operation of decrement by the preset
numerical value is performed on the random back-
off value N.

[0107] Furthermore, the operation that the operation
of decrement by the preset numerical value is performed
in the defer period may include that:
when it is detected in the defer period that the channel
is idle, the operation of decrement by the preset number
is performed on the random back-off value N, wherein
the preset decrement number may be a predefined nu-
merical value; or a final preset decrement number of N
in case of "idle" in the defer period is determined accord-
ing to the number of times of preset-duration CCA de-
tection executable in case of "idle" detected in the defer
period and the value by which decrement is performed
when "idle" is determined by preset-duration CCA detec-
tion once; or, random back-off CCA detection is executed
for a preset number of times in the defer period, and when
it is detected once that the channel is idle, the operation
of decrement by the preset numerical value is performed
on the random back-off value N.
[0108] Furthermore, the access unit may further be ar-
ranged to:
when the transmission node executes random back-off
CCA detection in eCCA to determine that the channel is
idle, use, by the transmission node, the unlicensed carrier
for data transmission.
[0109] Furthermore, the access unit may further be ar-
ranged to:
when the transmission node executes random back-off
CCA detection in eCCA to determine that the channel is
busy, perform the defer period detection by the transmis-
sion node, and when it is detected in the defer period that
the channel is idle for a preset number of times, deter-
mine, by the transmission node, that the right to use the
unlicensed carrier is acquired, wherein the preset
number of times may be predefined and configured or
acquired according to a duration of detection in the defer
period and the duration of random back-off CCA detec-
tion in eCCA.
[0110] Furthermore, when multiple transmission
nodes are required to multiplex an unlicensed carrier re-

source obtained by contention for data transmission to-
gether, the access unit may further be arranged to:

when geographical distances between the multiple
transmission nodes are smaller than a preset value
and mutual interference is lower than a threshold
value, configure, by the base station, the same ran-
dom back-off value N for the multiple transmission
nodes;
when the geographical distances of the multiple
transmission nodes are larger than or equal to the
preset value and the mutual interference is more
than or equal to the threshold value, generate, by
the multiple transmission nodes, corresponding ran-
dom back-off values N respectively; when a symbol
boundary is not reached at a moment when the ran-
dom back-off value N corresponding to any trans-
mission node in the multiple transmission nodes is
decreased to 0, send, by the any transmission node,
a reserved signal, the reserved signal being config-
ured for each transmission node except the any
transmission node to recognize for contiguous ran-
dom back-off; and when a subframe boundary is
reached at the moment when the random back-off
value N corresponding to the any transmission node
in the multiple transmission nodes is decreased to
0, not allow the transmission node of which the cor-
responding random back-off value N is not de-
creased to 0 in the multiple transmission nodes to
multiplex the unlicensed carrier resource or reserve,
by the transmission node successfully acquiring the
unlicensed carrier, a specific CCA detection frequen-
cy-domain resource, for the transmission nodes of
which the value N is not decreased to 0 to recognize
and multiplex the resource.

[0111] Furthermore, the operation that the any trans-
mission node sends the reserved signal may include that:
the any transmission node sends the reserved signal
containing preset recognition information on a full band-
width, the preset recognition information including at
least one of: a cell ID, a group ID and an operating com-
pany ID; and the any transmission node sends a reserved
signal with a specific frequency-domain pattern.
[0112] Furthermore, the access unit may further be ar-
ranged to:
acquire, by the transmission node, the right to use the
unlicensed carrier, including that:

for LBT with the random back-off window, when the
random back-off value N is decreased to 0 when the
transmission node executes LBT with the random
back-off window in the preset number of configured
OFDM symbols, the transmission node acquires the
right to use the unlicensed carrier, wherein that the
random back-off value N is decreased to 0 may in-
clude that the random back-off value N is decreased
to 0 in the defer period; or,
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for LBT with the random back-off window, if it is de-
tected by random back-off CCA detection that the
channel is idle once or for multiple times when the
transmission node executes LBT with the random
back-off window in the preset number of configured
OFDM symbols or the random back-off value N is
not decreased to 0 when the transmission node ex-
ecutes till a boundary of the preset number of OFDM
symbols, a zero setting operation is forcibly per-
formed on the random back-off value N, and the
transmission node determines that the right to use
the unlicensed carrier is acquired; or the random
back-off value N of the transmission node of which
the random back-off value N is not decreased to 0
is frozen for use during the next contention-based
access;
for an LBT process without the random back-off win-
dow, when the transmission node executes single
CCA detection to determine that the channel is idle,
the transmission node acquires the right to use the
unlicensed carrier; or,
for the LBT process without the random back-off win-
dow, when it is determined by one detection in mul-
tiple single CCA detections executed by the trans-
mission node that the channel is idle, the transmis-
sion node acquires the right to use the unlicensed
carrier.

[0113] Furthermore, the location where LBT is execut-
ed, the CCA detection time period, and/or, the LBT mech-
anism, the corresponding parameter of the LBT mecha-
nism or the number of the symbols arranged to execute
CCA detection may be acquired in at least one of the
following manners:
notification to the UE by the base station through the DCI;
predefinition; configuration in the subframe structure ra-
tio manner; or dynamic notification to the UE by the base
station according to the load condition.
[0114] Furthermore, the CCA detection or LBT location
may be last one or more OFDM symbols of the previous
subframe of the scheduling subframe.
[0115] According to the contention-based access
method and device provided by the embodiments of the
disclosure, an LBT different from that used for DL is
adopted, and a flow is simplified when UL LBT is execut-
ed, so that the problems of poor UL performance and low
spectrum efficiency caused by adoption of DL LBT for
UL in the related solutions may be solved.
[0116] The other characteristics and advantages of the
embodiments of the disclosure will be elaborated in the
following specification, and moreover, partially become
obvious from the specification, or are understood by im-
plementing the embodiments of the disclosure. The pur-
pose and other advantages of the embodiments of the
disclosure may be achieved and obtained through struc-
tures specially pointed out in the specification, the claims
and the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0117] The drawings described here are adopted to
provide a further understanding to the embodiments of
the disclosure, and form a part of the application. Sche-
matic embodiments of the disclosure and descriptions
thereof are adopted to explain the disclosure and not
intended to form improper limits to the disclosure. In the
drawings:

FIG. 1(a) is a first schematic diagram of a contention-
based access process in which independent UE con-
tends for a right to use an unlicensed carrier.
FIG. 1(b) is a second schematic diagram of a con-
tention-based access process in which UE under
control of a base station contends for a right to use
an unlicensed carrier.
FIG. 2(a) is a third schematic diagram of a conten-
tion-based access process in which independent UE
contends for a right to use an unlicensed carrier.
FIG. 2(b) is a fourth schematic diagram of a conten-
tion-based access process in which UE under control
of a base station contends for a right to use an unli-
censed carrier.
FIG. 3(a) is a fifth schematic diagram of a contention-
based access process in which independent UE con-
tends for a right to use an unlicensed carrier.
FIG. 3(b) is a sixth schematic diagram of a conten-
tion-based access process in which independent UE
contends for a right to use an unlicensed carrier.
FIG. 3(c) is a seventh schematic diagram of a con-
tention-based access process in which UE under
control of a base station contends for a right to use
an unlicensed carrier.
FIG. 4(a) is an eighth schematic diagram of a con-
tention-based access process in which independent
UE contends for a right to use an unlicensed carrier.
FIG. 4(b) is a ninth schematic diagram of a conten-
tion-based access process in which independent UE
contends for a right to use an unlicensed carrier.
FIG. 4(c) is a tenth schematic diagram of a conten-
tion-based access process in which UE under control
of a base station contends for a right to use an unli-
censed carrier.
FIG. 5(a) is an eleventh schematic diagram of a con-
tention-based access process in which independent
UE contends for a right to use an unlicensed carrier.
FIG. 5(b) is a twelfth schematic diagram of a conten-
tion-based access process in which UE under control
of a base station contends for a right to use an unli-
censed carrier.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0118] In order to make the purpose, technical solu-
tions and advantages of the embodiments of the disclo-
sure clearer, the embodiments of the disclosure will be
described below in combination with the drawings in de-
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tail. It is to be noted that the embodiments in the appli-
cation and characteristics in the embodiments may be
freely combined without conflicts.
[0119] The steps shown in the flowcharts of the draw-
ings may be executed in a computer system, for example,
a set of computers, capable of executing instructions.
Moreover, although logic sequences are shown in the
flowcharts, the shown or described steps may be exe-
cuted in sequences different from those shown here un-
der some circumstances.
[0120] The following embodiments provided by the
embodiments of the disclosure mainly introduce a flow
of a fast LBT mechanism provided by the embodiments
of the disclosure, and the fast LBT mechanism is further
optimization to a conventional LBT mechanism in the re-
lated art from the aspects of flow complexity and the like,
thereby shortening a time for UL channel access, in-
creasing a success rate of channel access and further
improving UL system performance. In addition, an LBT
process will be introduced with UE as an example in the
following embodiments, but is not limited to the UE, or
may be applied to a base station side.

Embodiment One

[0121] FIG. 1(a) and FIG. 1(b) are schematic diagrams
of a contention-based access method for LAA equipment
(i.e. a transmission node, the same below) at an unli-
censed carrier according to an embodiment, where FIG.
1(a) is a schematic diagram of a contention-based ac-
cess process in which independent UE contends for a
right to use an unlicensed carrier, and FIG. 1(b) is a sche-
matic diagram of a contention-based access process in
which UE under control of a base station contends for a
right to use an unlicensed carrier.
[0122] As shown in FIG. 1(a), LAA equipment executes
a CCA and eCCA process to acquire a right to use an
unlicensed carrier according to the following flow. The
LAA equipment is, for example, independent UE, i.e., UE
using the unlicensed carrier for autonomous data trans-
mission.
[0123] A transmission node acquires a numerical value
N, and the numerical value N may be randomly generat-
ed, or may be a preset value. N is a natural number, and
a maximum value of N is prespecified, or a preset value
in a fixed window or a random number in the fixed window,
where the value N may be generated by one of the fol-
lowing methods: a random number N is generated
through a uniform distribution function; or, a random
number N is generated through a binomial distribution
function; or, a random number N is generated through a
normal distribution function, where the generated ran-
dom number N is as small as possible.
[0124] In Step 1, the transmission node judges whether
the current value of N is equal to 0 or not. If a judgment
result is YES (that is, N=0), it is determined that N times
of CCA detection of the transmission node has been end-
ed or it is never detected in N times of CCA detection

processes that a channel is idle, that is, the transmission
node is not allowed to use the unlicensed carrier for data
transmission. On the contrary, if the judgment result is
NO (that is, N is unequal to 0), the transmission node
executes an operation in Step 2.
[0125] In Step 2, the transmission node executes one
CCA detection (i.e. one in the N CCA detections). If a
detection result is "busy", an operation of decrement by
a predetermined number is executed on the value of N.
In the embodiment, a decrement number of the value N
is 1, that is, an operation N=N-1 is executed on N, and
the transmission node repeatedly executes Step 1. On
the contrary, if the detection result is "idle", the transmis-
sion node uses the unlicensed carrier for transmission
(that is, it is determined that the transmission node exe-
cutes CCA detection to successfully obtain the right to
use the unlicensed carrier by contention).
[0126] Detailed descriptions about a contention-based
access process of the transmission node in case of mul-
tiple contiguous UL subframes will be made below
through an application scenario of the embodiment.
[0127] The transmission node acquires a numerical
value N, specifically including that: N is defined to be a
natural number, and the value N is randomly generated
through a uniform distribution function or binomial distri-
bution or normal distribution or a magnitude of the value
N is preset. When it is detected by only one of N times
of CCA detection processes that the channel is idle, the
transmission node determines that the right to use the
unlicensed carrier is successfully obtained. When the un-
licensed carrier is preempted for use next time, the value
N is required to be regenerated, where the magnitude of
the N is determined by a size of a fixed window, and the
size of the fixed window is determined by the number of
OFDM symbols available for the UE to execute LBT in a
UL subframe. Alternatively, the size of the fixed window
is determined by last one or more OFDM symbols in the
subframe.
[0128] If a location where the transmission node exe-
cutes an LBT mechanism is an OFDM symbol in the UL
subframe (for a normal Cyclic Prefix (CP), an OFDM sym-
bol is about 1/14ms=0.0714ms=71.4ms, while for an ex-
tended CP, an OFDM symbol is about
1/12ms=0.0833ms=83.3ms), an upper limit of the value
of N is obtained by rounding a value obtained by dividing
a length of a symbol by a single CCA or eCCA duration,
where the single CCA detection duration may be 9ms,
10ms, 16ms, 18ms, 20ms or 34ms. Preferably, the single
CCA detection duration is 9ms. For example, if the single
CCA detection duration is 9ms, for example, for the nor-
mal CP, 71 is divided by 9 to get about 7, and then N
may be any number between (0,7].
[0129] It is to be noted that, when there are multiple
contiguous UL subframes in a frame structure, the oper-
ation that the transmission node (i.e. the independent
UE) performs contention-based access includes that:
for contention-based access of a first UL subframe, an
LBT mechanism may be executed on configured symbols
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in a number larger than and/or equal to a predetermined
number, and the LBT mechanism may adopt a conven-
tional LBT mechanism. Alternatively, the transmission
node may execute a fast LBT mechanism to contend for
accessing the unlicensed carrier on the preset symbols.
For contention-based access of a subsequent UL sub-
frame, the same method as the first UL subframe may
also be adopted. Preferably, for contention-based ac-
cess of the subsequent UL subframe, the fast LBT mech-
anism may be adopted on a last OFDM symbol of a pre-
vious subframe of a configured scheduling subframe or
a specific frequency-domain resource pattern on the last
OFDM symbol, where the predetermined number may
be acquired by configuration or predefinition by a base
station, and the predetermined number is 1 as a default.
[0130] For example, for a scenario of transmission of
a user on multiple contiguous UL sub frames, if the trans-
mission node performs transmission on subframes #1,
#2 and #3, then the UE executes the LBT process intro-
duced in the example on a last OFDM symbol of the sub-
frame #0 or a first OFDM symbol of the subframe #1, and
its value N may be randomly generated between 0 and
7, or N is preset to be 7, to provide as multiple as oppor-
tunities for the UE to access the channel. If the UE suc-
cessfully performs data transmission on the subframe
#1, the UE may generate a value which is as small as
possible between (0,7] or preset a value which is as small
as possible on the subframe #2, for example, 1, 2 or 3.
This is because the UE has successfully contended for
the channel on the first scheduling subframe, and the
second scheduling subframe may configure or generate
a relatively small random number for fast accessing the
channel. Therefore, CCA is preferably executed once on
the last OFDM symbol of the first UL subframe or the first
OFDM symbol of the second UL subframe. For the
former, CCA detection may also be omitted, and an oc-
cupancy signal is directly sent at a CCA detection location
(the occupancy signal may be an Sounding Reference
Signal (SRS) sent on a full bandwidth or an SRS with a
certain pattern on a frequency domain, and is used for
another piece of UE of the same cell or the same oper-
ating company to recognize, thereby multiplexing a re-
source of the UE succeeding in contention). While for the
latter, CCA detection may also be omitted, and data is
directly sent. The processing method for the third UL sub-
frame is the same as that for the second UL subframe.
[0131] On the contrary, if the UE fails to execute CCA
detection and fails to perform data transmission on the
first UL subframe, CCA detection is still executed for a
preset number of times on the last OFDM symbol of the
first UL subframe or the first OFDM symbol of the second
UL subframe, so as to ensure and increase a channel
access probability of the UE.
[0132] On the basis of determination of the value N,
the transmission node determines that data transmission
may be performed on the unlicensed carrier as long as
determining by one of the N single CCA detections that
the channel is idle. Specific steps refer to Steps 1 and 2

in the embodiment. If a subframe boundary or a symbol
boundary is not reached at a moment when it is success-
fully detected that the channel is idle, a reserved signal
of incomplete symbols or complete symbols may be sent
or data transmission of part of the symbols may be per-
formed.
[0133] As shown in FIG. 1(b), the LAA equipment ex-
ecutes the LBT process to acquire the right to use the
unlicensed carrier according to the following flow, where
the LAA equipment is UE under control of the base sta-
tion, where the difference between FIG. 1(b) and (a) is
that, before the UE executes UL LBT, the base station
with which the UE is associated needs to trigger the UE
to execute an contention-based access operation over
the unlicensed carrier, and a specific process of trigger-
ing the subordinate UE to execute UL LBT is as follows.
[0134] At first, the base station triggers the subordinate
UE. After contending for the right to use the unlicensed
carrier according to a DL LBT mechanism (for example,
LBT Cat4) and successfully preempting the unlicensed
carrier, a base station with data to be transmitted or re-
ceiving a request of the UE sends a UL grant to the sub-
ordinate UE for triggering or notifies the UE to execute
UL LBT on a certain subframe and a certain OFDM sym-
bol and parameters adopted for execution of LBT through
the unlicensed carrier. Or, the base station with the data
to be transmitted sends a scheduling message of the
subordinate UE and parameter information for execution
of UL LBT through a licensed carrier.
[0135] Second, the UE receiving the UL grant starts
executing the UL LBT process. A specific process is the
same as Steps 1 and 2 in FIG. 1(a), that is, the independ-
ent UE is replaced with the UE successfully receiving
grant information. A method for acquiring the value N
may be a manner such as a random generation manner
(the uniform distribution function, the binomial distribu-
tion function, the normal distribution function and the like)
or pre-configuration or specification by the base station
notification of the value N.
[0136] Furthermore, another preferred solution of FIG.
1(a) and (b) in the embodiment is that: the LAA equipment
(the independent UE or the UE under control of the base
station) performs CCA detection at first to detect that the
channel is idle, performs an operation of decrement by
the preset number on the value N, and then judges wheth-
er the decreased value N is 0 or not (notes: a minimum
value of the random numerical value generated here may
be 0), unlike the operations described in FIG. 1(a) in em-
bodiment one, that whether the generated value N is 0
or not is directly judged at first and then CCA detection
is performed (notes: the minimum value of N is 1 under
such a condition), or, CCA detection is performed at first,
the value N is judged, then whether the detected channel
is idle or not is judged, and if it is idle, the decrement
operation is performed on the value N (these operations
may cause the condition that CCA detection is executed
once more, that is, if the value N has been decreased to
0, the decreased value N is not judged, and instead, next
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CCA detection is directly performed). LBT flowcharts in-
volved in the embodiments introduced below may also
adopt this preferred solution, which will not be repeated
below.

Embodiment Two

[0137] FIG. 2(a) and FIG. 2(b) are schematic diagrams
of a contention-based access method for LAA equipment
at an unlicensed carrier according to an embodiment,
wherein FIG. 2(a) is a schematic diagram of a contention-
based access process in which a transmission node con-
tends for a right to use an unlicensed carrier, and FIG.
2(b) is a schematic diagram of a contention-based ac-
cess process in which UE under control of a base station
contends for a right to use an unlicensed carrier.
[0138] Embodiment One and embodiment Two are
similar. The difference is that it is determined that a right
to use an unlicensed carrier is acquired only under the
condition that UE decreases a value N to 0. Embodiment
2 is similar to a simplified direct eCCA flow. However,
when it is determined by random back-off CCA detection
of eCCA that a channel is busy, a defer period detection
may not be performed, and instead, next random back-
off CCA detection is executed until N is decreased to 0.
[0139] For FIG. 2(a), LAA equipment (which refers to
UE autonomously executing LBT for data transmission
without control of a base station in the embodiment,
called as independent UE for short) executes an LBT
process to acquire the right to use the unlicensed carrier
according to the following flow.
[0140] A transmission node acquires a numerical value
N. The numerical value N may be randomly generated
or preset. N is a natural number. A maximum value of N
is predefined, or may be implicitly acquired according to
a configured LBT detection execution time. When the
transmission node preempts the right to use the unli-
censed carrier before data transmission of each time, a
value N is randomly generated, and after the right to use
the unlicensed carrier is successfully obtained for data
transmission, when the unlicensed carrier is preempted
for use next time, the value N is regenerated. In combi-
nation with that the number of OFDM symbols occupied
by execution of UL LBT is one or more, preferably, a
location of execution of UL LBT detection is on a last
OFDM symbol of a sub frame (for a normal CP, an OFDM
symbol is about 1/14ms=0.0714ms=71.4ms, while for an
extended CP, an OFDM symbol is about
1/12ms=0.0833ms=83.3ms), and that a detection dura-
tion when a wireless Access Point (AP)/Station (STA) in
a Wireless-Fidelity (WI-FI) system executes random
back-off value decrement once is 9ms or 10ms, for fair
contention with the WI-FI system, an upper limit of the
value of N is set to be about a numerical value obtained
by rounding a value obtained by a duration of a symbol
by a duration of single random back-off detection (the
numerical value is about 7).
[0141] In Step 1, the transmission node executes CCA

detection once, and if a detection result is "busy", the
value N is kept unchanged (that is, no decrement oper-
ation is performed), and CCA or eCCA detection is con-
tinued to be executed. On the contrary, if the detection
result is "idle", the transmission node executes a decre-
ment operation on the value N. In the embodiment, a
decrement number of the value N is 1, that is, an oper-
ation N=N-1 is executed on N. However, every time when
being decreased, the value N may also be decreased by
another preset value, not limited to 1, and the transmis-
sion node executes Step 2.
[0142] In Step 2, whether current N is equal to 0 or not
is judged. If a judgment result is YES (that is, N=0), it is
determined that the transmission node is about to use
the unlicensed carrier for data transmission (that is, it is
determined that the independent UE executes CCA or
eCCA to successfully acquire the right to use the unli-
censed carrier by contention). On the contrary, if the judg-
ment result is NO (that is, N is unequal to 0), the inde-
pendent UE executes the operation in Step 1.
[0143] Or, the operation that whether N is equal to 0
or not is judged in Step 2 is executed before the operation
that the random back-off value N is decreased, as follows.
[0144] When it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection (i.e. one CCA detection) in eCCA that the chan-
nel is idle, the transmission node judges whether the ran-
dom back-off value N is equal to 0 or not, if a judgment
result is YES, the transmission node uses the unlicensed
carrier for data transmission, and if the judgment result
is NO, the transmission node performs the decrement
operation on the random back-off value N, and continues
executing random back-off CCA detection in eCCA.
[0145] When it is detected that the channel is busy, the
transmission node executes next random back-off CCA
detection.
[0146] Detailed descriptions will be made below
through an application scenario of the optional embodi-
ment, for example: a contention-based access process
of the transmission node when multiple users all have
data to be transmitted, not limited to the following imple-
mentation method and scenario.
[0147] There is made such a hypothesis that there are
three pieces of UE all autonomously perform data trans-
mission processes, wherein UE1 and UE2 are UE in the
same cell, and UE3 is UE associated with a different op-
erating company. For fast accessing the unlicensed car-
rier for data transmission, all of the three pieces of UE
adopt the following process to access the channel.
[0148] Values N obtained by UE1, UE2 and UE3 are
3, 2 and 5 respectively. According to Step 1, the three
pieces of UE execute single CCA/eCCA detection, and
if it is detected that the channel is idle, the respective
values N are decreased by a preset number. In the em-
bodiment, the preset number is 1, but not limited to 1.
Then, Step 2 is executed, the three pieces of UE judge
whether the values N are equal to 0 or not, the UE ob-
taining a judgment result YES (that is, N=0) may use the
unlicensed carrier for data transmission, and on the con-
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trary, the UE obtaining a judgment result NO enters Step
1.
[0149] If it is detected that the channel is busy, the three
pieces of UE do not have to perform a defer period, but
directly continue executing single CCA/eCCA detection.
If N is not decreased to 0 (the values N have been de-
creased, but are not decreased to 0 when a subframe
boundary or a symbol boundary is reached) at configured
locations where LBT is executed (for example, last
OFDM of subframes) and data transmission may not be
performed, the UE may forcibly determine that the chan-
nel is idle and perform data transmission. Here, if UE2
detects that the channel is idle for twice and the value N
is decreased to 0, if the sub frame boundary or the symbol
boundary is not reached at a moment when the value N
is decreased to 0, a reserved signal is required to be
sent. Therefore, the UE (UE1 in the same cell and UE3
associated with different operating companies) continu-
ing executing single CCA/eCCA detection may recognize
a content or pattern contained in the reserved signal sent
by UE2 to judge whether the unlicensed carrier obtained
by contention of UE2 may be multiplexed or not.
[0150] As shown in FIG. 2(b), the LAA equipment ac-
quires the right to use the unlicensed carrier according
to the flow in the figure, where the LAA equipment is UE
under control of a base station. Like FIG. 1(b) and (a) in
embodiment one, the difference between FIG. 2(b) and
(a) is that, before the UE under control of the base station
executes UL LBT, the base station with which the UE is
associated has to trigger the UE to execute a contention-
based access operation over the unlicensed carrier, and
a specific process of triggering the subordinate UE is the
same as embodiment one.
[0151] An execution module is added in the following
embodiment 3 and embodiment 4 on the basis of the LBT
flow in embodiment 2, that is, a defer period is added,
where a location where the defer period is added may
be as follows: one is that: the defer period is executed
before eCCA random back-off, that is, eCCA random
back-off is executed after the defer period is executed;
and the other is that: eCCA random back-off is executed
at first, and when it is determined by CCA detection in
eCCA random back-off that the channel is busy, the defer
period is executed, herein, when it is detected in the defer
period that the channel is idle, the operation of decrement
by the preset number may be performed on the random
back-off value N, or no operation may be performed on
the random back-off value N. The preset number may be
1, but is not limited to 1.

Embodiment Three

[0152] FIG. 3(a), FIG. 3(b) and FIG. 3(c) show a con-
tention-based access method for LAA equipment at an
unlicensed carrier in the embodiment, wherein FIG. 3(a)
is a schematic diagram of a contention-based access
process in which a transmission node contends for a right
to use an unlicensed carrier, and FIG. 3(b) is a schematic

diagram of a contention-based access process in which
UE under control of a base station contends for a right
to use an unlicensed carrier. For FIG. 3(a), LAA equip-
ment may be various equipment using the unlicensed
carrier, for example, a base station, a low-power small
cell or UE autonomously performing data transmission.
While for FIG. 3(b), LAA equipment is only UE under
control of a base station.
[0153] For FIG. 3(a), a specific process that the UE
autonomously performing data transmission (i.e. inde-
pendent UE not under control of a base station, as long
as having data to be transmitted, the UE may execute a
corresponding UL LBT process, and may perform data
transmission after succeeding) acquires a right to use an
unlicensed carrier is as follows.
[0154] In Step 1, a transmission node executes CCA
detection. If it is detected that a channel is busy, the trans-
mission node performs a defer period detection. On the
contrary, if it is detected that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node executes an operation of decrementing N
by a preset number once (for example, in the embodi-
ment, the preset number is 1, and N=N-1), where the
transmission node in the defer period does not perform
any operation on the value N (that is, the value N is frozen
in the defer period) when it is detected in the defer period
that the channel is idle, and after it is detected that the
defer period is idle, the transmission node executes next
CCA detection (that is, Step 1 is repeatedly executed).
[0155] In Step 2, the transmission node judges whether
the decreased value N is equal to 0 or not. If a judgment
result is that N is equal to 0, the transmission node de-
termines that the right to use the unlicensed carrier is
successfully acquired. On the contrary, if the judgment
result is that N is not 0, the transmission node continues
executing the operation in Step 1.
[0156] Or, on the basis of the method in embodiment
2, the defer period is added.
[0157] The transmission node executes CCA detec-
tion. If it is detected that the channel is busy, the trans-
mission node performs the defer period detection. On
the contrary, if it is detected that the channel is idle, the
transmission node judges whether the random back-off
value N is equal to 0 or not. If a judgment result is that N
is equal to 0, the transmission node determines that the
right to use the unlicensed carrier is successfully ac-
quired. On the contrary, if the judgment result is that N
is not 0, the transmission node executes the operation
of decrementing N by the preset number for once (for
example, in the embodiment, the preset number is 1, and
N=N-1), and executes next CCA detection.
[0158] When the transmission node detects in the de-
fer period that the channel is idle, CCA detection is exe-
cuted. On the contrary, when the transmission node de-
tects in the defer period that the channel is busy, detec-
tion in the defer period is continued to be executed until
it is detected that the channel has kept idle for at least a
duration of the defer period, and then it is determined
that the channel is idle.
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[0159] The difference between the flowchart of FIG.
3(b) and FIG. 3(a) is that the value N is judged at first,
then CCA detection is executed, and the generated value
N is minimally 1.
[0160] FIG. 3(c) is a specific process that the UE under
control of the base station acquires the right to use the
unlicensed carrier. FIG. 3(c) is the same as the conten-
tion-based access process for the unlicensed carrier in
FIG. 3(b), and the difference is that, before the UE exe-
cutes UL LBT, the base station with which the UE is as-
sociated has to trigger the UE. Here, the base station
may trigger the UE to execute LBT through self-sched-
uling or cross-carrier scheduling.
[0161] For a self-scheduling condition, before UE per-
forms UL LBT contention, a base station side has to ex-
ecute DL LBT to obtain the right to use the unlicensed
carrier, to send UL grant information to the UE or send
a reserved signal containing indication information or the
indication information on the unlicensed carrier obtained
by contention, so as to trigger the UE to perform a UL
LBT operation before UL data transmission, where the
UL grant or the reserved signal contains parameters to
be used by the UE to perform LBT, for example, CCA
detection and a duration, the duration of the defer period
or the value N.
[0162] For a cross-carrier scheduling condition, before
the UE performs UL LBT contention, the base station
side has to send information of the specific subframe or
OFDM symbol indicated to the UE, the parameters for
execution of LBT or the like through a licensed carrier,
and the information may be contained in DCI.
[0163] For the operation that the LAA equipment ac-
quires the value N in FIG. 3(a), FIG. 3(b) and FIG. 3(c),
the value N may be randomly generated by the LAA
equipment or configured to the LAA equipment by other
equipment, where the value of N is determined according
to a size of a fixed contention window or determined ac-
cording to the number of symbols allocated to the LAA
equipment for execution of LBT.
[0164] A detailed LBT process will be described below
in combination with multi-frame scheduling of multiple
pieces of UE with UE under control of a base station as
an example.
[0165] There is made such a hypothesis that UE1, UE2
and UE3 are sequentially scheduled by a first UL sub-
frame (#2), second subframe (#3) and third subframe
(#4), and there is a special subframe S (#1) before the
first UL subframe.
[0166] The base station notifies through a UL grant that
UE1 executes UL LBT in a GP in the subframe #1, UE2
executes LBT on a last OFDM symbol of the subframe
#2, and similarly, UE3 executes LBT on a last OFDM
symbol of the subframe #3 (corresponding to the former);
or, the base station configures that only 13 OFDM sym-
bols are occupied in each subframe during UL transmis-
sion and a last symbol is removed or a specific frequency-
domain pattern on the last symbol is controlled for sched-
uling the UE in the next subframe to execute LBT detec-

tion (corresponding to the second latter); or, the base
station configures that locations where UE1, UE2 and
UE3 execute LBT are respectively: the GP in the special
subframe; the GP in the special subframe and a last or
a specific number of OFDM symbols of the UL subframe
#2; and the GP in the special subframe and last or a
specific number of OFDM symbols of the UL subframes
#2 and #3, which is favorable for UE2 and UE3 to increase
probabilities of succeeding in contention (corresponding
to the latter), where the specific number may be a number
of symbols more than or equal to 1.
[0167] For the former, UE1 randomly generates a val-
ue N which is as small as possible in a duration of the
GP (i.e. a fixed window length), for example, N=5. From
the view of fair coexistence with an AP/STA in a WI-FI
system, a duration of random back-off CCA detection in
eCCA (eCCA is formed by multiple random back-off
CCA) is 9ms or 10ms, and a defer period (i.e. defer phase)
is 34ms. According to Step 1, UE1 executes random
back-off CCA detection in eCCA, if it is detected that the
channel is busy, UE1 performs the defer period detection
of which the duration is 34ms (notes: no decrement op-
eration is performed on the value N within the 34ms), and
after it is detected in the defer period that the channel is
idle, UE1 continues repeating random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA in Step 1. If it is detected that the channel
is idle, the value N is decreased by a preset number (for
example, the preset number is 1), that is, N=N-1. Step 2
is executed, whether the decreased value N is 0 or not
is judged, and if it is 0, UE1 may use the unlicensed carrier
for transmission. If a GP boundary is not reached at a
moment when the unlicensed carrier is successfully ac-
quired, UE1 may send a reserved signal, and further-
more, an SRS of UE1 may be sent in an UpPTS (an RSR
of a full bandwidth or a specific frequency-domain pattern
may be sent), is used by the base station to perform chan-
nel measurement in advance, and is used by UE which
may perform multiplexing to recognize. For UE2, there
is time of only one OFDM symbol to execute LBT, and
since UE1 has executed defer of 34ms once in the defer
period of UL LBT, in a UL LBT process of UE2, the du-
ration of the defer period may be dynamically adjusted,
and besides 34ms, may also be adjusted to be 20ms,
18ms, 16ms (a duration of a Short Interframe Space
(SIFS)), 9ms, 10ms, 0ms or the like, where the value N in
an OFDM is maximally 7 (obtained by rounding a value
obtained by dividing a length 71ms of an OFDM symbol
by a duration 9ms of random back-off CCA detection, the
duration of the defer period being 0). A value N randomly
generated by UE2 is 5. According to Step 1 in the em-
bodiment, UE2 executes random back-off CCA detection
in eCCA, and if it is detected that the channel is busy,
UE2 performs the defer period detection of which the
duration is adjusted to be 16ms (notes: no decrement
operation is performed on the value N in the 16ms). After
it is detected in the defer period that the channel is idle,
UE2 continues executing random back-off CCA detec-
tion in eCCA in Step 1. If it is detected that the channel
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is idle, the value N is decreased by a preset number (for
example, the preset number is 1), that is, N=N-1. Step 2
is executed, whether the decreased value N is 0 or not
is judged, and if it is 0, UE2 may use the unlicensed carrier
for transmission. If N is not 0, Step 1 is continued to be
repeated. If the value N is still not decreased to 0 at an-
other OFDM boundary and the current value N is smaller
than an initial value N, N is forcibly set to be 0, and the
scheduling subframe of UE2 performs data transmission.
Or, after UE2 performs a certain number of defer period
detections, the duration of the defer period when the
channel is busy in this LBT process may be dynamically
adjusted, and may even be configured to be 0. For UE3,
on the basis that UE1 and UE2 both use the durations
of the defer period, i.e., 34ms and 16ms respectively, UE3
may further shorten the duration of the defer period when
executing Steps 1 and 2 in the embodiment. In addition,
if the base station configures a proper value N according
to a location and duration of LBT execution of each piece
of UE, the possiblity that the value N is not decreased to
0 on the subframe boundary may further be reduced.
[0168] For the latter, UE1, UE2 and UE3 all execute
LBT in the GP of the special subframe according to Steps
1 and 2 in the embodiment, where LBT parameters of
the three pieces of UE are configured as follows: the ran-
dom back-off CCA duration is 9ms or 10ms, and the defer
period is 34ms. The randomly generated values N are 3,
4 and 5 respectively. If, in the GP, according to a con-
tention-based access manner of Steps 1 and 2, UE1 de-
creases the value N to 0 at first and the values N of UE2
and UE3 are not 0, at this moment, UE1 may send own
SRS (the SRS of the full bandwidth or the specific fre-
quency-domain pattern may be sent), so as for the base
station to perform channel measurement in advance and
for the equipment in the same cell to recognize and mul-
tiplex the resource obtained by contention in a left GP
resource or the UpPTS. UE2 and UE3 freeze the current
values N, so as to continue decrement in the next CCA
detection subframe. For example, UE2 and UE3 continue
executing random back-off CCA detection according to
the frozen values N on a last or a preset number of OFDM
symbols of the subframe #2. If "idle" is detected, the re-
spective values N are decreased, and if the channel is
busy, the duration of the defer period configured by the
base station, alternatively, a shortened defer period, may
be selected, for example: 20ms, 18ms, 16ms (a duration
of an SIFS), 9ms, 10ms or 0ms. In this UL LBT process,
the duration of the defer period may be fixed, or may be
dynamically adjusted, so as to adapt that N is decreased
to 0 at the subframe boundary. If UE2 and UE3 both
decrement the values N to 0 on the symbol of the sub-
frame, UE3 sends a reserved signal (which may be, for
example, an SRS signal) at an LBT detection location
configured by itself to occupy the channel. On the con-
trary, if UE2 and UE3 decrement the values N to 0 to-
gether with UE1 in the GP, no LBT operation is required
to be executed on the symbols in the subframes where
CCA detection may be executed by them, and reserved

signals (which may be their own’s SRSs) are directly sent
at LBT detection locations.
[0169] An LBT process of multiple pieces of independ-
ent UE in multiple frames is the same as the above, and
will not be repeated herein. The difference is that the
independent UE may perform UL LBT detection accord-
ing to corresponding frame structures or CCA detection
locations configured by a system. The detection process
is the same as Steps 1 and 2 in the embodiment, in which
when it is determined by random back-off CCA detection
that the channel is busy, the duration of the defer period
may be dynamically adjusted, or the duration of the defer
period may be kept unchanged in an LBT process.

Embodiment Four

[0170] FIG. 4(a), FIG. 4(b) and FIG. 4(c) show a con-
tention-based access method (eCCA+defer period ("idle"
is detected and a value N may be decreased)) for LAA
equipment at an unlicensed carrier in the embodiment,
where FIG. 4(a) is a schematic diagram of a contention-
based access process in which a transmission node con-
tends for a right to use an unlicensed carrier; FIG. 4(b)
is substantially the same as FIG. 4(a), and the difference
is that the value N is judged before random back-off CCA
detection is performed, and the randomly generated val-
ue N may not be 0. FIG. 4(c) is a schematic diagram of
a contention-based access process in which UE under
control of a base station contends for a right to use an
unlicensed carrier. As shown in FIG. 4, LAA equipment
executes an LBT process to acquire a right to use an
unlicensed carrier according to the following flow. For
FIG. 4(a), the LAA equipment may be various equipment
using the unlicensed carrier, for example, a base station,
a small cell or UE autonomously performing data trans-
mission. While for FIG. 4(b), LAA equipment is merely
UE under control of a base station.
[0171] For FIG. 4(a), a specific process that a trans-
mission node (i.e. UE not under control of a base station,
as long as having data required to be transmitted, the
UE may execute a corresponding UL LBT process, and
may perform data transmission after succeeding) ac-
quires a right to use an unlicensed carrier is as follows.
[0172] In Step 1, the transmission node executes ran-
dom back-off CCA detection. If it is detected that a chan-
nel is busy, the transmission node executes an operation
of decrementing a value N by a preset number. In the
embodiment, the preset number is 1, but is not limited to
1.
[0173] In Step 2, the transmission node judges whether
the decreased value N is 0 or not. If the value N is 0, the
transmission node uses the unlicensed carrier for data
transmission. On the contrary, if the value N is not 0, next
CCA detection is executed.
[0174] In Step 3, if it is determined by random back-off
CCA detection that the channel is busy in Step 1, the
transmission node performs a defer period detection, and
operations in the defer period are specifically as follows.
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[0175] A number of times for which random back-off
CCA detection is successfully executed in the defer pe-
riod may be acquired according to the configured dura-
tion of the defer period (the number of the times for which
random back-off CCA is successfully executed in the de-
fer period is obtained by rounding a value obtained by
dividing the duration of the defer period by a duration of
random back-off CCA detection).
[0176] Random back-off CCA detection is executed in
the defer period, and if it is detected that the channel is
idle, the operation of decrement by the preset number is
performed on the value N. If it is detected that the channel
is busy, random back-off CCA detection is continued to
be executed, and only when it is detected that the channel
has kept idle for a duration of the defer period, "idle" in
the defer period is determined.
[0177] If it is detected that the channel is idle in the
defer period, the decrement operation is executed on the
value N, and if the value N is still not decreased to 0,
Step 1 is executed.
[0178] Like embodiment Two, in an eCCA process, a
sequence of the operation that whether the random back-
off value N is equal to 0 or not is judged and the operation
of decrementing the random back-off value N by the pre-
set number may be exchanged, as follows.
[0179] In Step 1, the transmission node executes ran-
dom back-off CCA detection. If it is detected that the
channel is idle, whether the random back-off value N is
equal to 0 or not is judged. If a judgment result is YES,
the transmission node acquires the right to use the unli-
censed carrier. On the contrary, if the judgment result is
NO, the transmission node executes the operation of
decrementing the value N by the preset number, and
continues executing the operation of Step 1. In the em-
bodiment, the preset number is 1, but is not limited to 1.
If it is detected that the channel is busy, Step 2 is exe-
cuted.
[0180] In Step 2, the defer period is executed. If it is
detected in the defer period that the channel is idle,
whether the random back-off value N is equal to 0 or not
is judged, and if a judgment result is YES, the transmis-
sion node acquires the right to use the unlicensed carrier.
On the contrary, if the judgment result is NO, the trans-
mission node executes the operation of decrementing
the value N by the preset number, and Step 1 is executed.
In the embodiment, the preset number is 1, but is not
limited to 1. If it is detected in the defer period that the
channel is busy, detection in the delay period is continued
to be executed, and when it is detected that the channel
has kept idle for at least the duration of the defer period,
it is determined that "idle" is detected in the defer period.
[0181] In addition, for execution of the defer period be-
fore execution of eCCA, Step 2 is executed at first, that
is, the defer period is executed, and then the operation
of Step 1 is executed.
[0182] That is, in Step 1, the defer period is executed.
If it is detected in the defer period that the channel is idle,
whether the random back-off value N is equal to 0 or not

is judged, and if the judgment result is YES, the trans-
mission node acquires the right to use the unlicensed
carrier. On the contrary, if the judgment result is NO, the
transmission node executes the operation of decrement-
ing the value N by the preset number, and Step 2 is ex-
ecuted.
[0183] In Step 2, the transmission node executes ran-
dom back-off CCA detection. If it is detected that the
channel is idle, whether the random back-off value N is
equal to 0 or not is judged. If the judgment result is YES,
the transmission node acquires the right to use the unli-
censed carrier. On the contrary, if the judgment result is
NO, the transmission node executes the operation of
decrementing the value N by the preset number, and
continues executing the operation of Step 2. In the em-
bodiment, the preset number is 1, but is not limited to 1.
If it is detected that the channel is busy, Step 1 is exe-
cuted.
[0184] Similarly, FIG. 4(b) is a specific process that the
UE under control of the base station acquires the right
to use the unlicensed carrier, which is the same as the
process that the UE contends to access the unlicensed
carrier. The difference is that, before the UE executes
UL LBT, the base station with which the UE is associated
has to trigger the subordinate UE. Here, the base station
may trigger the UE to execute LBT by adopting self-
scheduling or cross-carrier scheduling. Detailed descrip-
tions are the same as how the base station triggers the
UE to execute UL BLT in embodiment one. In addition,
another flow of FIG. 4(c) may be that: the operation that
a minimum value of the generated value N is adjusted
from 1 to 0 and whether the value N is 0 or not is judged
is executed after it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection of which a duration is 9ms or 10ms that the
channel is idle and the value N is decreased, and the
other processing of the defer period is the same.
[0185] In the embodiment, a method by which the LAA
equipment acquires the value N is the same as the above-
mentioned embodiments. Similarly, a channel access
flow of the UE in the embodiment may be applied to the
conditions that a user is scheduled in a single frame, a
single user is scheduled in multiple contiguous sub-
frames, multiple users are scheduled in a single frame
and multiple users are scheduled in multiple contiguous
subframes. Here, a UL LBT process of UE will be de-
scribed only with the condition that a single user is sched-
uled in multiple contiguous subframes as an example.
[0186] There is made such a hypothesis that UE1 is
scheduled on UL subframes #1, #2 and #3 and a base
station configures that UL transmission only occupies
first 13 OFDM symbols of each subframe, and a last
OFDM symbol of an idle subframe or a specific frequen-
cy-domain pattern in the last symbol is configured for
next scheduled UE to execute an LBT operation. Since
the UE performs a corresponding LBT operation on the
basis of scheduling of the base station, the UE may ac-
quire a location and/or parameters for execution of LBT
in the following manners.
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[0187] A first manner: the base station notifies the UE
of specific parameters of execution of LBT through UL
grant information. If the parameters are determined, a
corresponding LBT flow is also determined.
[0188] A second manner: the UE may acquire the sub-
frame and/or the location of the symbol for execution of
LBT, where the location where the LBT flow is executed
may be last one or multiple symbols of the subframe or
a specific frequency-domain pattern in the last symbol,
or may be the last OFDM symbol of the subframe and a
first OFDM symbol of the next subframe.
[0189] A third manner: the specific parameters of the
LBT flow are implicitly indicated according to a time pe-
riod configured for execution of an LBT mechanism.
[0190] A fourth manner: the specific parameter of ex-
ecution of LBT on a UE side is predefined, so that the
LBT flow is determined.
[0191] Acquisition of the value N is the same as the
abovementioned embodiments. There is made such a
hypothesis that the base station notifies in a UL grant
that UE1 is scheduled in the subframe #1 and a UL LBT
process is executed in a subframe 0. If the subframe 0
is a special subframe, LBT before transmission in the
subframe #1 is executed in a GP of the special subframe.
Moreover, according to the following notified LBT param-
eter conditions: a duration of random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA is 9ms or 10ms, a duration of the defer
period is 34ms, and it is indicated that a decrement op-
eration may be performed only when the channel is de-
tected in the defer period to be idle, the UE executes the
LBT operation according to the flow of FIG. 4(c) in the
embodiment in the GP according to the configured pa-
rameter information: a numerical value N is randomly
generated between [1,M], where M is a size of a conten-
tion window, and is related to a length of the GP, for
example, N=13 and M=10. Whether the value N is 0 or
not is judged at first, if it is not 0, random back-off CCA
of which the duration is 9ms or 10ms is started to be ex-
ecuted, and if a detection result is "idle", the value N is
decreased by a preset number (in the embodiment, an
operation of decrement by 1, but not limited to 1, is per-
formed on N). Furthermore, whether the decreased value
N is 0 or not is judged, at this moment, N=2 (not 0), ran-
dom back-off CCA detection is continued to be repeated,
if the detection result shows that the channel is busy,
UE1 performs the defer period detection, and according
to that the configured duration of the defer period is 34ms
and a decrement function in the defer period is enabled,
it can be known that "idle" is detected in the defer period
and an operation of decrementing the value N by a
number of times (i.e., about 4), obtained by rounding a
value obtained by dividing the duration 34ms of the defer
period by the duration 9ms of random back-off CCA, of
random back-off CCA may be performed. Once it is de-
tected in the defer period that the channel is idle, the
operation of decrementing the value N by a preset value
is performed, where a minimum value by which the value
N is decreased in the defer period is about 4. Before the

decrement operation is performed on the value N, alter-
natively, the current value N and the minimum value for
decrement in the defer period may be judged, and if the
current value N is smaller than the minimum value for
decrement in the defer period, after "idle" is detected in
the defer period, the value N is decreased to 0. On the
contrary, if the current value N is larger than the minimum
value for decrement in the defer period, after "idle" is
detected in the defer period, the operation of decrement-
ing the value N by the preset value is performed (notes:
there is made such a hypothesis that "idle" in the defer
period is that a preset number of time of preset-duration
CCA detections may be decreased, and if the value N
may be decreased by 1 when CCA detection succeeds
once within a preset duration, when "idle" is detected in
the whole defer period, N is finally required to be de-
creased by (a product of a number of the preset durations
executable in the defer period and the decrement number
1 of each time); and it may be learnt about that N is de-
creased once by a preset number when "idle" is detected
once in the defer period). Furthermore, whether the cur-
rent value N is 0 or not, the steps are repeated, and when
the value N is decreased to 0, it is determined that UE1
successfully acquires the right to use the unlicensed car-
rier.
[0192] Under the condition that the subframe 0 is not
a special subframe, a duration of execution of UL LBT is
a length of only one OFDM symbol. Then, according to
a regulation requirement, there must be a 34ms detection
in the LBT process, and thus the duration of the entered
defer period is configured to be 34ms. On such a basis,
a left duration in a symbol is 71ms-34ms=37ms. There-
fore, it may be learn about that a maximum value of N is
4, i.e, a value obtained by dividing 37ms by the duration
of random back-off CCA. According to the parameters
and the flow of FIG. 4(c), it can be seen that, when a
random back-off CCA detection result is "idle", the oper-
ation of decrement by the preset number is performed
on the value N. Since there is not so long duration for
LBT detection, the preset number may alternatively be
2, that is, when it is detected that the channel is idle for
once, the value N is decreased by 2. It facilitates fast
decrement of the value N of UE1 to 2 for data transmis-
sion. Similarly, when it is detected in the defer period that
the channel is idle, the operation of decrementing the
value N by 2 is also executed.
[0193] If UE1 is scheduled on the next UL subframe
#2, since UE1 has successfully contended for the chan-
nel and performed data transmission on the subframe
#1, at this moment, for enabling UE1 to fast and success-
fully acquire the right to use the unlicensed carrier, the
duration of the defer period may preferably be shortened
by 16ms, or 18ms, or 0 or the like or kept unchanged (that
is, 34ms is kept unchanged as a default) or single CCA
detection is executed only once or for multiple times with-
in a symbol and its duration is adjusted to 18ms or 20ms
or kept unchanged (that is, 34ms is kept unchanged as
a default) when UE1 detects that the channel is busy on
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the last symbol of the subframe #1. Similarly, if UE1 is
scheduled on the UL subframe #3, the LBT method for
the subframe #2 may be adopted. Meanwhile, UE1 may
alternatively perform direct transmission on the third sub-
frame continuously scheduled, and does not perform any
LBT operation, or executes single CCA only once (the
duration may be 34ms or 20ms or 18ms), a reserved signal
may be sent for the time left , and alternatively, an SRS
is sent.
[0194] Similarly, for the condition that symbols occu-
pied by the LBT process executed before the UE per-
forms UL transmission are more than one OFDM symbol
or cross the subframe boundaries (the last symbol of the
subframe and the first symbol of the next subframe), the
abovementioned manner of executing fast LBT in an
OFDM symbol may be adopted, and particularly, for an
LBT mechanism before the first UL subframe, a conven-
tional LBT flow may be adopted.
[0195] A preferred solution of Step 3 in the embodiment
will further be given below: if "idle" is detected once by
CCA (the duration is 9ms or 10ms) in the defer period,
the LAA equipment determines that the right to use the
unlicensed carrier is acquired in FIG. 4(a), (b) and (c);
or, if it is found that "idle" is detected once by CCA, the
value N is decreased by the current value N, thereby
decrementing the value N to 0 to acquire the right to use
the unlicensed carrier.
[0196] Furthermore, another alternative solution is
that: when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, if the duration of the defer period is 34ms, the
operation of decrement by 4 may be performed on the
value N; and if the value N is not larger than 4 before the
defer period, the decrement operation is not performed
on the value N even when it is detected in the defer period
that the channel is idle.

Embodiment Five

[0197] FIG. 5(a), FIG. 5(b) and FIG. 5(c) show a con-
tention-based access method (single CCA+eCCA+defer
period ("idle" is detected and a value N may be de-
creased)) for LAA equipment at an unlicensed carrier in
the embodiment. FIG. 5(a) is a schematic diagram of a
contention-based access process in which a transmis-
sion node contends for a right to use an unlicensed car-
rier, and FIG. 5(b) is a schematic diagram of a contention-
based access process in which UE under control of a
base station contends for a right to use an unlicensed
carrier. As shown in FIG. 5, LAA equipment executes an
LBT process to acquire a right to use an unlicensed car-
rier according to the following flow, wherein, for FIG. 5(a),
the LAA equipment may be various equipment using the
unlicensed carrier, for example, a base station, a small
cell or UE autonomously performing data transmission.
While for FIG. 5(b), LAA equipment is only UE under
control of a base station.
[0198] For FIG. 5(a), a specific process that a trans-
mission node (i.e. independent UE not under control of

a base station, as long as having data to be transmitted,
the UE may execute a corresponding UL LBT process,
and may perform data transmission after succeeding)
acquires a right to use an unlicensed carrier is as follows.
[0199] In Step 1, the transmission node executes sin-
gle CCA. If it is detected that a channel is busy, it is de-
termined that the right to use the unlicensed carrier is
obtained and data transmission may be performed. If it
is detected that the channel is busy, Step 2 is executed.
[0200] In Step 2, if a detection result is "busy", a defer
period detection is performed. Operations in the defer
period are specifically as follows.
[0201] Herein, if it is detected in the defer period that
the channel is busy, the transmission node continues ex-
ecuting CCA detection, and when it is detected that the
channel has kept idle for a preset defer period duration,
it is detected in the defer period that the channel is idle.
If it is detected in the defer period that the channel is idle,
a value N is decreased by a preset number.
[0202] The transmission node judges whether the gen-
erated value N is 0 or not. If a judgment result is that N
is 0, it is determined that the right to use the unlicensed
carrier is successfully obtained. If the judgment result is
that N is not 0, random back-off CCA detection (a duration
of random back-off CCA is 9ms) is executed, and if it is
determined by random back-off CCA detection that the
channel is idle, an operation of decrement by the preset
number (for example, decrement by 1) is performed on
the value N. If the preset number is 1, N is decreased by
4 in the defer period, but the preset number is not limited
to 1.
[0203] In Step 3, after the "idle" defer period, whether
the current value N is 0 or not is judged. If a judgment
result is that the value N is 0, it is determined that the
right to use the unlicensed carrier is successfully ob-
tained. On the contrary, if the value N is not 0, the oper-
ation of decrement by the preset number is performed
on the random back-off value N. Random back-off CCA
detection is executed, whether a detection result is "idle"
or not is judged, if YES, whether the value N is 0 or not
is judged, and if the value N is not 0, the operation of
decrement by the preset number is performed on the
value N. If the value N is 0, random back-off CCA detec-
tion is executed. On the contrary, if the channel is bmsy,
Step 2 is executed. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated, and
when the value N is decreased to 0, data transmission
is started.
[0204] Similarly, a specific process in FIG. 5(b) that the
UE under control of the base station acquires the right
to use the unlicensed carrier is substantially the same as
the process in FIG. 5(a) that the UE contends to access
the unlicensed carrier. The difference is that, before the
UE executes UL LBT, the base station with which the UE
is associated has to trigger the subordinate UE. Here,
the base station may trigger the UE to execute LBT by
adopting self-scheduling or cross-carrier scheduling. De-
tailed descriptions are the same as how the base station
triggers the UE to execute UL BLT in embodiment one.
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[0205] Furthermore, a preferred solution of Steps 2 and
3 in (a) and (b) in FIG. 5 is that: Step 3 is omitted, that
is, after single CCA detection fails, the defer period de-
tection of Step 2 is directly performed, and when it is
detected in the defer period that the channel is idle, the
operation of decrement by the preset number is per-
formed on the value N. Since a number of times for which
preset-duration CCA detection may be successfully ex-
ecuted in the duration of the defer period has been de-
termined, furthermore, a proper preset decrement
number value is configured according to the randomly
generated or configured value N, thereby implementing
decrement of the value N to 0 in the defer period. If N is
decreased to 0, the LAA equipment obtains the right to
use the unlicensed carrier.
[0206] Furthermore, another preferred solution of
Steps 2 and 3 in (a) and (b) in FIG. 5 is that: Step 3 is
omitted, that is, after single CCA detection fails, the defer
period detection of Step 2 is directly performed, and when
it is detected once in the defer period that the channel is
idle, it is determined that the LAA equipment obtains the
right to use the unlicensed carrier.
[0207] Furthermore, another preferred solution of
Steps 2 and 3 in (a) and (b) in FIG. 5 is that: the decrement
operation over the value N is not executed when it is
detected in the defer period in Step 2 that the channel is
idle, and in eCCA random back-off detection in Step 3,
as long as it is detected once that the channel is idle, it
is determined that the LAA equipment obtains the right
to use the unlicensed carrier.
[0208] In addition, preferably, in (a) and (b) in FIG. 5
and the preferred solutions, a minimum value of the gen-
erated value N may be adjusted from 1 to 0, and the
operation of judging whether the value N is 0 or not may
be executed after single eCCA detection is performed to
determine an idle/busy condition of the channel (that is,
the value N for each judgement is a value N subjected
to the decrement operation).
[0209] In the embodiment, a method by which the LAA
equipment acquires the value N is the same as the above-
mentioned embodiments. Similarly, a channel access
flow of the UE in the embodiment may be applied to the
conditions that a user is scheduled in a single frame, a
single user is scheduled in multiple contiguous sub-
frames, multiple users are scheduled in a single frame
and multiple users are scheduled in multiple contiguous
subframes. Here, a UL LBT process of UE will be de-
scribed only with the condition that multiple users are
scheduled in a single frame as an example.
[0210] There is made such a hypothesis that three us-
ers, i.e., UE1, UE2 and UE3 respectively, are scheduled
on a UL subframe #1. If there is a special subframe before
the sub frame #1, UE1, UE2 and UE3 execute a UL LBT
process according to the steps in FIG. 5(b) in the em-
bodiment in a GP on the special subframe respectively.
Since geographical locations of the three pieces of UE
are different, different channel detection results may be
obtained. If the three pieces of UE detect by single CCA

that a channel is busy, a defer period detection is per-
formed, thereby performing random back-off according
to different values N generated by the three pieces of
UE. If the configured or generated values N are different,
according to the flow in the embodiment, when UE1 de-
tects that the channel is idle, the operation of decrement-
ing the value N by a preset number is performed; and
UE2 and UE3 detect that the channel is busy due to dif-
ferent interference, and keep the values N unchanged.
It is detected in the defer period that the channel is idle,
and none of the values N of the three pieces of UE is
decreased to 0. At this moment, when it is detected next
time that the channel is busy, the users may adjust a
duration of the defer period and/or the preset number for
decrement over the values N, thereby implementing fast
decrement of the value N of each piece of UE to 0 and
further using the unlicensed carrier. If there is still a value
N having not been decreased to 0 in the three pieces of
UE at a boundary of the GP, the UE contending for the
unlicensed carrier at first sends a reserved signal con-
taining recognition information or a reserved signal with
a specific pattern in an UpPTS for resource multiplexing
in the scheduling subframe.
[0211] If there is a nonspecial subframe before the sub-
frame #1, locations where the three pieces of UE execute
LBT are last one or more OFDM symbols of a previous
subframe of the subframe #1, preferably the last one
OFDM symbol, or the last OFDM symbol of the previous
subframe of the subframe #1 and a first one or more
OFDM symbols of the subframe #1. The difference with
the former is that, because the number of symbols and
duration for execution of the LBT process are limited, it
is necessary to generate values N which are as small as
possible and adopt the preferred solutions in the embod-
iment to further increase a speed of access to the unli-
censed carrier. For the latter, although the duration of
execution of the LBT process is configured, N which is
as small as possible should also be selected to enable
the equipment to fast and successfully acquire the unli-
censed carrier.
[0212] Herein, the duration of single CCA may be
34ms, 25ms, 20ms, 16ms, 18ms and the like, the duration
of the defer period may also be 34ms, 25ms, 20ms, 16ms,
18ms or a multiple of 9ms or 10ms, and the duration of
random back-off CCA is 9ms or 10ms. N may be randomly
generated or preconfigured. A size of a contention win-
dow is fixed, and its size is related to the number of sym-
bols or duration occupied by the LBT process executed
by the UE.
[0213] Furthermore, an LBT process for each of the
conditions that a user is scheduled in a single frame, a
single user is scheduled in multiple contiguous sub-
frames, multiple users are scheduled in a single frame
and multiple contiguous subframes schedule multiple us-
ers may adopt a combination of various flows introduced
in the embodiment or independently use one of the flows
in the embodiment of the disclosure. Furthermore, for
enabling the UE to access the unlicensed carrier faster,
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single CCA may also be directly executed only once.

Embodiment Six

[0214] From the view of fairness for contention of
equipment in an LAA system and a node in a WI-FI sys-
tem for accessing an unlicensed carrier, in the embodi-
ment, a probability of adopting fast LBT for contention-
based access is adjusted once after the LAA equipment
executes fast LBT provided by the embodiments of the
disclosure once or for multiple times (for example, the
probability of the equipment in execution of fast LBT is
decreased, or existing conventional LBT is executed
once).
[0215] Specifically, in the embodiment, the LAA equip-
ment (for example, UE) executes a fast LBT process to
contend to access the unlicensed carrier according to a
location for execution of LBT and corresponding LBT pa-
rameter notified by a base station. The LBT parameter
is at least one of: single CCA, eCCA, a defer period or a
random back-off value N. If the UE in the LAA system
adopts fast LBT every time when accessing the unli-
censed carrier, there may be a certain contention-based
access disadvantage for the node in the WI-FI system,
this is because the node in the WI-FI system adopts a
conventional LBT contention mechanism. Therefore, for
contention-based access fairness between the LAA sys-
tem and the node in the WI-FI system, after successfully
executing fast LBT once, the equipment in the LAA sys-
tem executes the conventional LBT mechanism once or
remains idle for a period of time without contention-based
access to the unlicensed carrier; or, after executing fast
LBT for multiple times, the equipment in the LAA system
executes conventional LBT once or for multiple times or
regulates a fast LBT contention-based access probability
(decreasing the fast LBT access probability) or remains
idle for a period of time without contention-based access
to the unlicensed carrier, where the probability of exe-
cuting the fast LBT mechanism for access may be ad-
justed through one of the following rules.
[0216] A first rule: if the equipment in the LAA system
successfully executes fast LBT once, the equipment is
adjusted to execute the conventional LBT mechanism
once during next contention-based access, that is, fast
LBT and conventional LBT mechanisms are alternately
used.
[0217] A second rule: after the equipment in the LAA
system executes fast LBT for the preset period of time
or the preset number of times, the equipment decreases
the fast LBT contention-based access probability and ex-
ecutes the conventional LBT mechanism once for con-
tention-based access or executes conventional LBT for
the preset period of time or remains idle for the preset
period of time.
[0218] A third rule: if the accumulated time period for
which the equipment in the LAA system successfully ex-
ecutes fast LBT exceeds a preset threshold, the equip-
ment decreases the fast LBT contention-based access

probability, and executes the conventional LBT mecha-
nism once for contention-based access or executes con-
ventional LBT for the preset period of time or remains
idle for the preset period of time.
[0219] Specific descriptions will be made with the sec-
ond rule as an example. There is made such a hypothesis
that the preset number of times is 3 (or the preset time
is 220ms). The UE in the LAA system adopts the fast LBT
mechanism to access the unlicensed carrier before UL
transmission, if it is successfully detected this time that
a channel is idle to acquire the right to use the unlicensed
carrier, the fast LBT mechanism is still adopted to access
the unlicensed carrier during next contention-based ac-
cess, and if it is detected this time that the channel is
busy, there are two different processing forms for calcu-
lation of the preset number of times or the preset time:
one is that fast LBT is failed to be executed and is not
counted in the preset number of times (that is, the preset
number of times only accumulates a number of times of
successfully executed fast LBT); and the other is that fast
LBT is failed to be executed and is counted in the preset
number of times (that is, the preset number of times ac-
cumulates number of times of fast LBT succeeding and
failing in execution). That is, after the preset number of
times or the preset time is exceeded, the LAA equipment
is required to execute the conventional LBT mechanism
similar to the WI-FI system once for contention-based
access of execute conventional LBT for the preset period
of time or execute conventional LBT for the preset
number of times or remains idle for the period of time
without participating in contention-based access, so as
to ensure a certain channel access probability of the WI-
FI system.
[0220] For example, for the third rule, there is made
such a hypothesis that the preset threshold is 200ms.
The LAA equipment executes the fast LBT contention-
based access mechanism on a subframe before a sched-
uling subframe, for example: a direct random back-off
eCCA process is adopted. A value N is 4, a duration of
single CCA detection in the eCCA random back-off proc-
ess is 9ms, and similarly, there are two processing man-
ners when an accumulated time period for which the fast
LBT process is executed exceeds the preset time: one
refers to all time (including time when it is determined by
single CCA detection that the channel is idle and busy)
used for successfully acquiring the right to use the unli-
censed carrier by this eCCA random back-off process;
and the other refers to calculation of a time when this
eCCA random back-off process successfully detects that
the channel is idle (i.e. accumulated time for which it is
detected for N times that the channel is idle). In case of
processing according to the latter, once the accumulated
time exceeds the preset threshold (the threshold is a sta-
tistical value) during execution of the fast LBT process,
the LAA equipment may adopt the conventional LBT
mechanism during next contention-based access or
adopts the conventional LBT mechanism in a next preset
period of time or remains idle for a period of time.
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Embodiment Seven

[0221] Contention-based access of LAA equipment on
a first UL subframe and contention-based access
processing on multiple subsequent contiguous UL sub-
frames are mainly introduced in the embodiment. Exe-
cution of an LBT mechanism on multiple OFDM symbols
before transmission on a first UL subframe is mainly
adopted, and the number of symbols for execution of the
LBT mechanism before transmission on multiple subse-
quent contiguous UL subframes may be the same as the
number of the symbols for execution of LBT before trans-
mission on the first UL subframe. Preferably, for execu-
tion of the LBT mechanism before transmission on the
subsequent contiguous UL subframes, only the last
OFDM symbol of a previous subframe of the subframes
is scheduled. A purpose of this is to enable the LAA equip-
ment to completely avoid surrounding interference or re-
duce interference to a surrounding node.
[0222] Specifically, in the embodiment, there is made
such a hypothesis that there are four contiguous UL sub
frames and UE1, UE2, UE3 and UE4 are sequentially
scheduled on the first, second, third and fourth UL sub-
frames. According to a regulation requirement, the LBT
mechanism is required to be executed before UL trans-
mission. For UE1, it is necessary to perform channel
"idle" detection according to a CCA detection location
notified by a base station before data transmission, and
here, the CCA detection location notified by the base
station is the last M OFDM symbols (M is a positive in-
teger more than or equal to 1) of a previous subframe of
the scheduling subframes, for example, M=4. Moreover,
the LBT mechanism may adopt one of four fast LBT man-
ners disclosed by the embodiment of the disclosure. Al-
ternatively, the first UL subframe may adopt a conven-
tional LBT mechanism. Herein, the base station with
which UE1 is associated may also notify UE1 that data
transmission only occupies 13 OFDM symbols of the
scheduling subframe and the last symbol is removed, or,
the base station with which UE1 is associated notifies
UE1 that only some frequency-domain resources on the
last OFDM symbol in the scheduling subframe are kept
idle, or, the base station with which UE1 is associated
notifies UE1 to remove last M OFDM symbols in the
scheduling subframe (that is, the number of the removed
symbols is the same as the number of symbols occupied
by LBT executed by UE1), for scheduling the UE to per-
form CCA detection in the next subframe.
[0223] Furthermore, UE2 performs channel "idle" de-
tection according to a location, notified by a base station
with which it is associated, where the LBT mechanism is
executed. Here, the base station notifies UE2 to execute
CCA detection on a last symbol of a previous subframe
of the scheduling subframes, and the adopted LBT mech-
anism may adopt one of the four fast LBT mechanisms
of the embodiment of the disclosure for channel "idle"
detection. Alternatively, the base station notifies UE2 to
execute an LBT process on last M symbols of the previ-

ous subframe of the scheduling subframes.
[0224] Furthermore, UE3 and UE4 also subsequently
perform detection at locations where LBT is executed
according to the LBT mechanism locations notified by
base stations. Preferably, the locations where LBT is ex-
ecuted are both last one OFDM symbols of the previous
subframe of the scheduling subframes. One or more
OFDM symbols may also be dynamically used for LBT
processes according to LBT execution success condi-
tions of the previous UL subframes (if contention-based
access of the previous UL subframes fails, more than
one symbol resource may be used to execute the LBT
processes).
[0225] From the above, the base station may configure
the last one or more symbols in each UL subframe for
execution of LBT. Or, the base station may dynamically
configure the locations for execution of LBT in the UL
subframes and the number of occupied symbols or spe-
cific frequency-domain resources on the last one or more
symbols for channel "busy"/"idle" detection.

Embodiment Eight

[0226] For solving the problem of unsuccessful con-
tention-based access caused by barring of one piece of
LAA equipment due to a fixed timing relationship between
different pieces of LAA equipment, the embodiment dis-
closes that CCA is executed once or for multiple times
and multiple pieces of equipment under the same oper-
ating company all adopt a method of randomly selecting
locations of single CCA detection to solve the problem
of unfair contention-based access.
[0227] On the basis of the problem that one piece of
equipment is barred due to a timing relationship between
different pieces of LAA equipment, locations where CCA
detection is executed may be negotiated between differ-
ent pieces of LAA equipment or used to be randomly
selected. That is, a time period configured by a base sta-
tion for the LAA equipment to execute LBT is divided into
multiple pieces of single CCA detection time, the LAA
equipment may randomly select one of the divided mul-
tiple single CCA to execute single CCA detection when
executing single CCA detection, and if single CCA de-
tection fails this time, for next single CCA detection, one
of multiple single CCA after the location where single
CCA is executed for the first time may also be randomly
selected to execute single CCA detection, where loca-
tions where the LAA equipment executes CCA detection
for multiple times may be contiguous, discontiguous and
overlapped.
[0228] Furthermore, when single CCA is executed for
multiple times to detect a busy/idle state of a channel, if
the LAA equipment detects that the channel is busy be-
tween 9ms and 18ms during first single CCA detection (it
is supposed that a duration of single CCA detection is
34ms), when it is detected that the channel has kept idle
for a set duration of single CCA detection from a moment
when the LAA equipment detects a change from "busy"
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to "idle", it is determined that the LAA equipment suc-
cessfully acquire a right to use an unlicensed carrier.
[0229] Furthermore, the problem that one piece of
equipment is barred due to the timing relationship be-
tween the different pieces of LAA equipment may be
solved by at least one of the following methods.
[0230] A first method: a method of increasing a priority,
for example: the LAA equipment adjusts a priority for ex-
ecution of the current LBT detection on the basis of a last
LBT detection condition, or adjusts the priority for exe-
cution of the current LBT detection on the basis of a result
of LBT detection executed within a period of time. For
example: if it is detected within a period of time that an
LBT failure probability reaches a preset value, the priority
for execution of LBT is increased during execution of the
current LBT detection.
[0231] A second method: alternation of starting loca-
tions of execution of CCA detection of the LAA equip-
ment, for example: if a CCA detection location of LAA
equipment 1 is always earlier than a CCA detection lo-
cation of LAA equipment 2, the LAA equipment 1 may
always succeed in preempting the channel or has a very
high success probability, and the starting locations of ex-
ecution of CCA of the LAA equipment 1 and 2 may be
alternated.
[0232] A third method: a method of randomly selecting
the starting locations of CCA detection, that is, the LAA
equipment selects a location, as earlier as possible, con-
figured for CCA detection for CCA detection during CCA
detection.
[0233] Furthermore, for the barring problem between
different pieces of equipment, different transmission pri-
orities may be configured for file transmission of certain
equipment. For example, if files to be transmitted by a
certain piece of equipment include a file 1, a file 2, a file
3 and a file 4, it may be configured that a random back-
off value selects a number between [A,B] during channel
"idle" detection for odd files and the random back-off val-
ue N selects a number between [C,D] during channel
"idle" detection for even files, wherein A<B<C<D; or, pri-
orities of the equipment for execution of LBT detection
within a period of time are adjusted; or, the priorities for
execution of LBT may be periodically adjusted or the pri-
orities for LBT are adjusted on the basis of result condi-
tions of execution of LBT within a previous bust.

Embodiment Nine

[0234] Adjustment of a process of executing LBT on
subsequent UL subframes and the number of occupied
symbols according to a success/failure condition of ex-
ecution of LBT before UL subframe transmission under
the condition that there are multiple contiguous UL sub-
frames is mainly introduced in the embodiment.
[0235] Specifically, in the embodiment, for an existing
frame structure (including TDD and FDD frame struc-
tures), there is made such a hypothesis that a present
frame structure is TDD and an UL and DL subframe ratio

0 is adopted, there are three contiguous UL subframes
under such a ratio and UE1, UE2 and UE3 are scheduled
on each subframe respectively. How to execute an LBT
mechanism before transmission of each UL subframe
when there are three contiguous UL subframes will be
specifically described below.
[0236] At first, a base station notifies subordinate UE
of a location where LBT is executed. The base station
notifies the UE of the location where LBT is executed in
three manners:

a first manner: the base station notifies the UE that
the location where LBT is executed is fixed to be last
one or more OFDM symbols of a previous subframe
of a scheduling subframe;
a second manner: the base station notifies the UE
scheduled in an UL subframe to execute CCA de-
tection on the last multiple OFDM symbols of a pre-
vious subframe of the scheduling subframes and the
UE scheduled in a subsequent UL subframe to ex-
ecute CCA detection on the last one OFDM symbol
in the scheduling subframe or a specific frequency-
domain pattern on the last symbol; and
a third manner: the base station dynamically adjusts
the scheduled UE to execute CCA detection on one
or more symbols in the previous subframe of the UL
scheduling subframes.

[0237] Second, the UE scheduled in the first UL sub-
frame performs channel/"idle" detection according to the
location, notified by the base station, where LBT is exe-
cuted and according to a conventional LBT mechanism
or according to a fast LBT mechanism (i.e., an LBT mech-
anism optimized to a certain extent for conventional LBT).
On such a basis, the UE scheduled in the subsequent
UL subframe may perform LBT detection through one of
the following conditions.
[0238] A first condition: no matter whether UE1 in the
first UL subframe detects whether the channel is idle or
not, the UE scheduled in the subsequent UL subframes
perform CCA detection according to a fast LBT mecha-
nism.
[0239] A second condition: if UE1 in the first UL sub-
frame detects that the channel is busy, UE2 scheduled
in the next subframe may perform LBT detection accord-
ing to one of the following processing:

first processing: UE1 notifies UE2 that it fails to ex-
ecute LBT, and UE2 may adjust the number of sym-
bols occupied by execution of LBT by itself (for ex-
ample, a configured duration for execution of LBT is
increased), and perform channel "busy"/"idle" detec-
tion according to the conventional LBT mechanism,
where a notification manner is that UE2 does not
detect any data or reserved signal information or in-
dication information or the like in the scheduling sub-
frame of UE1;
second processing: UE2 fails to execute LBT, and
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then UE2 adopts a fast LBT mechanism for CCA
detection according to the location, configured by
the base station, where LBT is executed; and
third processing: UE1 fails to execute LBT, and then
UE2 adopts the conventional LBT mechanism for
CCA detection according to the location, configured
by the base station, where LBT is executed; a con-
figured duration occupied by execution of the LBT
mechanism may be: a duration of an OFDM symbol,
a duration of multiple OFDM symbols or a duration
of a subframe.

[0240] A third condition: if UE1 in the first UL subframe
detects that the channel is idle, UE2 scheduled in the
next subframe may perform LBT detection according to
one of the following processing:

first processing: UE2 performs CCA detection ac-
cording to the conventional LBT mechanism, and a
value N is as small as possible; and
second processing: UE2 performs CCA detection
according to the fast LBT mechanism, and if the ran-
dom back-off fast LBT mechanism is adopted, the
value N should be as small as possible. Preferably,
a fast LBT mechanism which is as simplified as pos-
sible may be selected, for example: single CCA is
executed only once or single CCA detection is exe-
cuted for multiple times.

[0241] Finally, on the basis of an LBT execution result
of UE2 in the second UL subframe, the UE scheduled in
the next UL subframe may perform LBT detection
through one of the following conditions.
[0242] A first condition: if UE1 fails to execute LBT (if
conventional LBT is failed to be adopted) and UE2 also
fails to execute LBT (if conventional LBT is failed to be
adopted), UE3 adopts the conventional LBT mechanism
for channel detection at the corresponding CCA detection
location. Alternatively, time occupied by LBT executed
by UE3 may be adjusted according to an LBT execution
result of the UE scheduled before (for example, the time
occupied by execution of LBT is increased), if the random
back-off fast LBT mechanism is adopted, the value N
should be as small as possible, and then a success prob-
ability of UE3 in contention for the channel may be in-
creased.
[0243] A second condition: if UE1 fails to execute LBT
(if conventional LBT is failed to be adopted) and UE2
successfully executes LBT (if conventional LBT is suc-
cessfully adopted), UE3 adopts the fast LBT mechanism
for channel detection at the corresponding CCA detection
location, where the number of the symbols occupied by
the LBT process executed by UE3 is at least a duration
of an OFDM symbol. Alternatively, the fast LBT mecha-
nism may adopt execution of single CCA only once or
execution of single CCA detection for multiple times.
Since UE2 has successfully preempted the channel, UE3
may execute a relatively simplified contention-based ac-

cess mechanism to fast access the channel for informa-
tion transmission.
[0244] A third condition: if UE1 successfully executes
LBT (if conventional LBT is successfully adopted) and
UE2 fails to execute LBT (if fast LBT is failed to be adopt-
ed), UE3 adopts the conventional LBT mechanism for
channel detection at the corresponding CCA detection
location, wherein the number of the symbols occupied
by LBT executed by UE3 may be a duration of more than
or equal to an OFDM symbol, and the value N should be
as small as possible.
[0245] A fourth condition: if UE1 successfully executes
LBT (if conventional LBT is successfully adopted) and
UE2 fails to execute LBT (if fast LBT is failed to be adopt-
ed), UE3 adopts the fast LBT mechanism for channel
detection at the corresponding CCA detection location,
and if the random back-off fast LBT mechanism is adopt-
ed, the value N should be as small as possible.
[0246] A fifth condition: if UE1 successfully executes
LBT (if conventional LBT is successfully adopted) and
UE2 successfully executes LBT (if fast LBT is success-
fully adopted), UE3 adopts the fast LBT mechanism for
channel detection at the corresponding CCA detection
location, and if the random back-off fast LBT mechanism
is adopted, the value N should be as small as possible.
[0247] From the above, a method for processing for
the condition of multiple contiguous UL subframes is that:
a number of symbols occupied by LBT executed by the
first UL subframe is preferably configured to be a duration
of more than or equal to an OFDM symbol; a number of
symbols occupied by LBT executed by a subsequent UL
subframe is preferably configured to be one OFDM sym-
bol for CCA detection; if the previous UL subframe fails
to execute LBT, for LBT of the next subframe, a duration
of execution of an LBT process may be increased (if the
random back-off LBT mechanism is adopted, the value
N should be as small as possible) and the conventional
LBT mechanism is executed or fast LBT mechanism is
still adopted for execution. On the contrary, if the previous
UL subframe successfully executes LBT, the next UL
subframe preferably executes according to the fast LBT
mechanism.
[0248] The method in the embodiment is also applied
to a condition of contiguous UL subframes of a frame
structure with a flexible UL and DL ratio.

Embodiment Ten

[0249] The embodiment of the disclosure further pro-
vides a storage medium. Alternatively, in the embodi-
ment, the storage medium may be arranged to store a
program code for executing the following steps:

in S1, a transmission node acquires predefined in-
formation; and
in S2, the transmission node performs contention-
based access according to the predefined informa-
tion,
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where the predefined information includes at least
one of: a frame structure, a data transmission sub-
frame location, a data type, dedicated indication sig-
naling, a frame scheduling manner or data transmis-
sion.

[0250] Alternatively, in the embodiment, the storage
medium may include, but not limited to: various media
capable of storing program codes such as a U disk, a
Read-Only Memory (ROM), a Random Access Memory
(RAM), a mobile hard disk, a magnetic disk or an optical
disk.
[0251] Alternatively, specific examples in the embodi-
ment may refer to the examples described in the above-
mentioned embodiments and optional implementation
modes, and will not be elaborated in the embodiment.
[0252] Those skilled in the art should know that each
module or each step of the disclosure may be implement-
ed by a universal computing device, and the modules or
steps may be concentrated on a single computing device
or distributed on a network formed by multiple computing
devices, and may optionally be implemented by program
codes executable for the computing devices, so that the
modules or steps may be stored in a storage device for
execution with the computing devices, the shown or de-
scribed steps may be executed in sequences different
from those shown or described here in some circum-
stances, or may form each integrated circuit module re-
spectively, or multiple modules or steps therein may form
a single integrated circuit module for implementation.
Therefore, the disclosure is not limited to any specific
hardware and software combination.
[0253] The above is only the preferred embodiment of
the disclosure and not intended to limit the application.
For those skilled in the art, the application may have var-
ious modifications and variations. Any modifications,
equivalent replacements, improvements and the like
made within the spirit and principle of the application shall
fall within the scope of protection of the application.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0254] As mentioned above, the contention-based ac-
cess method and device provided by the embodiments
of the disclosure have the following beneficial effects:
LBT different from that used for DL is adopted, and a flow
is simplified when UL LBT is executed, so that the prob-
lems of poor UL performance and low spectrum efficiency
caused by adoption of DL LBT for UL in the related so-
lution may be solved.

Claims

1. A contention-based access method, comprising:

acquiring, by a transmission node, predefined
information; and

performing, by the transmission node, conten-
tion-based access according to the predefined
information,
wherein the predefined information comprises
at least one of: a frame structure, a data trans-
mission subframe location, a data type, dedicat-
ed indication signaling, a frame scheduling man-
ner or data transmission.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the frame
structure comprises: a Frequency Division Duplex,
FDD, frame structure; or, a Time Division Duplex,
TDD, frame structure; or, a dynamically configured
Uplink, UL, and Downlink, DL, frame structure.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein, when the
predefined information comprises the frame struc-
ture, performing, by the transmission node, conten-
tion-based access according to the predefined infor-
mation comprises:
for the FDD frame structure, or, the TDD frame struc-
ture, or, the dynamically configured UL and DL frame
structure, adopting, by the transmission node, during
contention-based access, Listen Before Talk, LBT,
without a random back-off window or LBT with the
random back-off window.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein LBT with
the random back-off window comprises at least one
of:

direct execution of evolution Clear Channel As-
sessment, eCCA;
execution of single Clear Channel Assessment,
CCA, and eCCA, or execution of eCCA with a
defer period;
and/or,
wherein LBT without the random back-off win-
dow comprises:

execution of single CCA only, or,
execution of single CCA for a preset number
of times.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein a random
back-off value of eCCA is N, N being a natural
number.

6. The method according to claim 3, wherein, when
there are multiple contiguous UL subframes in the
frame structure, performing, by the transmission
node, contention-based access according to the pre-
defined information comprises:
before a first UL subframe, executing an LBT mech-
anism for contention-based access on configured
symbols having a number larger than and/or equal
to a predetermined number; and for subsequent UL
subframes, executing the LBT mechanism for con-
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tention-based access on a last Orthogonal Frequen-
cy Division Multiplexing, OFDM, symbol of a previ-
ous subframe of a configured scheduling subframe
or a preset frequency-domain resource pattern in the
last OFDM symbol, wherein the predetermined
number is configured or predefined by a base station.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein, when a
subframe for executing contention-based access is
a special subframe during transmission on the first
UL subframe, a preset number of OFDM symbols in
a previous subframe of the first UL subframe com-
prise:

a preset number of OFDM symbols in a Down-
link Pilot Time Slot, DwPTS; or,
a preset number of OFDM symbols in a Guard
Period, GP; or,
a preset number of OFDM symbols in an Uplink
Pilot Time Slot, UpPTS,
wherein a minimum value of the preset number
is a last OFDM symbol of at least one of the
DwPTS, the GP or the UpPTS; and a maximum
value of the preset number corresponds to a
number of symbols occupied by at least one of
the DwPTS, the GP or the UpPTS respectively.

8. The method according to claim 3 or 4, wherein

for one transmission burst, an LBT mechanism
with the random back-off window is executed in
a first subframe of the transmission burst, and
the LBT mechanism with the random back-off
window is executed in subsequent subframes;
or,
for one transmission burst, the LBT mechanism
with the random back-off window is executed in
a first subframe of the transmission burst, and
an LBT mechanism without the random back-
off window is executed in subsequent sub-
frames.

9. The method according to claim 3 or 4, wherein, when
there are multiple contiguous UL subframes, per-
forming, by the transmission node, contention-based
access according to the predefined information com-
prises:

no matter whether the LBT mechanism is exe-
cuted successfully in a previous subframe, per-
forming CCA detection in subsequent sub-
frames according to the LBT mechanism with
the random back-off window; or,
no matter whether the LBT mechanism is exe-
cuted successfully in the previous subframe,
performing CCA detection in the subsequent
subframes according to the LBT mechanism
without the random back-off window; or,

when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, performing CCA de-
tection in the subsequent subframes according
to the LBT mechanism with the random back-
off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, performing CCA de-
tection in the subsequent subframes according
to the LBT mechanism without the random back-
off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, performing CCA de-
tection in the subsequent subframes according
to an LBT mechanism configured by the base
station; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, performing CCA de-
tection in the subsequent subframes according
to the LBT mechanism, configured by the base
station, without the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, performing CCA de-
tection in the subsequent subframes according
to the LBT mechanism, configured by the base
station, with the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism suc-
ceeds in the previous subframe, performing
CCA detection in the subsequent subframes ac-
cording to the LBT mechanism with the random
back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism suc-
ceeds in the previous subframe, performing
CCA detection in the subsequent subframes ac-
cording to the LBT mechanism without the ran-
dom back-off window.

10. The method according to claim 8, wherein, when
there are multiple contiguous UL subframes, per-
forming, by the transmission node, contention-based
access according to the predefined information com-
prises:

no matter whether the LBT mechanism is exe-
cuted successfully in the previous subframe,
performing CCA detection in the subsequent
subframes according to the LBT mechanism
with the random back-off window; or,
no matter whether the LBT mechanism is exe-
cuted successfully in the previous subframe,
performing CCA detection in the subsequent
subframes according to the LBT mechanism
without the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, performing CCA de-
tection in the subsequent subframes according
to the LBT mechanism with the random back-
off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
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in the previous subframe, performing CCA de-
tection in the subsequent subframes according
to the LBT mechanism without the random back-
off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, performing CCA de-
tection in the subsequent subframes according
to the LBT mechanism configured by the base
station; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, performing CCA de-
tection in the subsequent subframes according
to the LBT mechanism, configured by the base
station, without the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, performing CCA de-
tection in the subsequent subframes according
to the LBT mechanism, configured by the base
station, with the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism suc-
ceeds in the previous subframe, performing
CCA detection in the subsequent subframes ac-
cording to the LBT mechanism with the random
back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism suc-
ceeds in the previous subframe, performing
CCA detection in the subsequent subframes ac-
cording to the LBT mechanism without the ran-
dom back-off window.

11. The method according to claim 4, wherein a duration
of single CCA detection is configured to be at least
one of: 34ms, 25ms, 20ms, 18ms, 16ms, 9ms or 10ms.

12. The method according to claim 4, wherein
a starting point of single CCA detection is a fixed
location or dynamic random location within a config-
ured CCA detection time period.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein
the configured CCA detection time period is divided
into multiple time intervals.

14. The method according to claim 12 or 13, wherein
when the starting location of single CCA detection
is the fixed location, the starting location of single
CCA detection is a starting location of a specific time
period of the multiple time intervals.

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein
the specific time period, or, the fixed starting location
of CCA detection is determined in at least one of the
following manners:
predefinition; Downlink Control Information, DCI,
signaling to User Equipment, UE, by the base sta-
tion; appointment by the base station and the UE;
or, negotiation between transmission nodes; or, con-
figuration.

16. The method according to claim 12 or 13, wherein
when the starting location of single CCA detection
is the dynamic random location, the starting location
of single CCA detection is one of:

a location randomly selected from the config-
ured CCA detection time period; or,
a starting location of a time period randomly se-
lected from the multiple time intervals in the con-
figured CCA detection time period; or,
a location randomly selected from the time pe-
riod randomly selected from the multiple time
intervals in the configured CCA detection time
period; or,
a location randomly selected from a fixed time
period in the multiple time intervals in the con-
figured CCA detection time period.

17. The method according to claim 4, 12 or 13, wherein

when determining that a channel is busy by the
single CCA detection, single CCA detection is
continued to be executed, and when it is detect-
ed that the channel has kept idle from a moment
when the channel changes from busy to idle for
a preset duration of the single CCA detection ,
it is considered that CCA detection succeeds; or,
single CCA detection is executed, and when de-
tecting that the channel has kept idle for the pre-
set duration of the single CCA detection, it is
considered that the CCA detection succeeds.

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein when
detecting by single CCA detection that the channel
is busy or execution of CCA is failed, a starting point
of execution of a next single CCA detection is ran-
domly selected from at least one the following:

a time interval after single CCA is executed last
time; or,
the configured CCA detection time period; or,
an ending moment of the busy state of the cur-
rently detected channel.

19. The method according to claim 1 or 12, wherein
in case of asynchrony or synchrony or unfair conten-
tion for channel access between transmission
nodes, or, in case of unfair contention for channel
access between systems, at least one of the follow-
ing processing is performed:

adjusting the transmission nodes or the systems
to execute an LBT priority or an LBT mechanism;
alternately changing starting locations of the
CCA detection performed by the transmission
nodes or the systems; or
randomly selecting the starting locations of CCA
detection by the transmission nodes or the sys-
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tems.

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein
wherein adjusting the transmission nodes or the sys-
tems to execute the LBT priority or the LBT mecha-
nism comprises at least one of the following opera-
tions:

adjusting, by the transmission nodes, the LBT
priority or the LBT mechanism for a current LBT
detection on the basis of a result of a last LBT
detection;
adjusting, by the transmission nodes, he LBT
priority or the LBT mechanism for the current
LBT detection on the basis of the results of LBT
detections executed within a period of time;
adjusting, by the transmission nodes, the LBT
priority or the LBT mechanism for the current
LBT detection on the basis of execution of the
LBT mechanism for a preset number of times; or
adjusting, by the transmission nodes, he LBT
priority or the LBT mechanism for the current
LBT detection or remaining idle for a preset pe-
riod of time on the basis that an accumulated
sum of time when the LBT is successfully exe-
cuted exceeds a preset threshold.

21. The method according to claim 20, wherein

when the transmission nodes successfully exe-
cute last LBT, the priorities or LBT mechanisms
for execution of the current LBT detection are
decreased; or,
when the transmission nodes fail to execute last
LBT, the priorities or LBT mechanisms for exe-
cution of the current LBT detection are in-
creased; or,
when a number of times for which the transmis-
sion nodes successfully execute LBT detection
within a period of time is larger than a preset
threshold value, the priorities or LBT mecha-
nisms for execution of the current LBT detection
are decreased; or,
when a number of times for which the transmis-
sion nodes fail to execute LBT detection within
a period of time is larger than a preset threshold
value, the priorities or LBT mechanisms for ex-
ecution of the current LBT detection are in-
creased.

22. The method according to claim 4, wherein execution
of single CCA detection for the preset number of
times comprises that:

the preset number of times is obtained by round-
ing a value obtained by dividing the configured
CCA detection time period by the single CCA
detection duration, or, is predefined;

during the configured CCA detection time peri-
od, a location of each single CCA detection is
fixed or dynamic; and
when the location of each single CCA detection
is dynamic, when it is detected that the channel
has kept idle for a preset time within the config-
ured CCA detection time period, it is determined
that contention for a right to use an unlicensed
carrier succeeds,
wherein the locations of single CCA detection
of the preset number of times are mutually con-
tiguous, or mutually overlapped or mutually dis-
contiguous; when it is determined by single CCA
detection that the channel is idle, it is determined
that contention for the right to use the unlicensed
carrier succeeds; or
when it is determined by single CCA detection
that the channel is busy, single CCA detection
is continued to be executed, and when it is de-
tected that the channel is idle, it is determined
that contention for the right to use the unlicensed
carrier succeeds.

23. The method according to claim 22, wherein the trans-
mission node randomly selects the location of each
single CCA detection rom multiple single CCA de-
tection locations within the configured CCA detection
time period, or, configures the multiple single CCA
detection locations by predefinition.

24. The method according to claim 4, wherein execution
of eCCA with the defer period comprises:

executing the defer period at first, and then ex-
ecuting eCCA; or,
executing eCCA at first, and when it is detected
that the channel is busy, executing the defer pe-
riod,
wherein a duration of the defer periodis config-
ured to be any one of:

34us, 25us, 20us, 18us, 16us, 10us, 9us,
0us, an integral multiple of a duration of ran-
dom back-off CCA detection in eCCA and
one of combinations, obtained according to
an addition operation, of these options; or
the duration of random back-off CCA detec-
tion in eCCA is 9ms or 10us.

25. The method according to claim 24, wherein execut-
ing the defer period at first and then executing eCCA
comprises:
executing detection in the defer period, and when it
is detected in the defer period that the channel is
idle, executing random back-off CCA detection of
eCCA.

26. The method according to claim 24 or 25, wherein
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when it is detected in the defer period that the
channel is idle, an operation of decrement by a
preset number is performed on the random
back-off value N, or, no operation is performed
on the random back-off value N,
wherein the preset number is a predefined nu-
merical value; or, the preset number is deter-
mined according to a number of times of preset-
duration CCA detection executable during de-
tection in the defer period and a value by which
the random back-off value N is decreased when
it is determined once by preset-duration CCA
detection that the channel is idle.

27. The method according to claim 24 or 25, wherein
when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is busy, the transmission node continues execut-
ing CCA detection, and when it is detected that the
channel has kept idle for a preset duration of the
defer period, determines that the channel is idle dur-
ing detection in the defer period.

28. The method according to claim 26, wherein
when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is busy, the transmission node continues execut-
ing CCA detection, and when it is detected that the
channel has kept idle for the preset duration of the
defer period, determines that the channel is idle dur-
ing detection in the defer period.

29. The method according to claim 1, wherein the data
type comprises: a new data packet; or, a retransmit-
ted data packet, wherein durations of parameters,
corresponding to different types of data packets, in-
volved in execution of the LBT mechanism are dif-
ferent.

30. The method according to claim 29, wherein the du-
ration of the parameters, corresponding to the re-
transmitted data packet, involved in execution of the
LBT mechanism is smaller than the duration of the
parameters, corresponding to the new data packet,
involved in execution of the LBT mechanism.

31. The method according to claim 1, wherein the ded-
icated indication signaling comprises that:

the base station configures whether each func-
tion of LBT is enabled or not and specific param-
eters of LBT; or the transmission node deter-
mines whether each function of LBT is enabled
or not and the specific parameters of LBT,
wherein whether each function of LBT is enabled
or not comprises: whether to adopt a dynamic
exponential back-off window or not, whether to
adopt a fixed contention back-off window or not,
or whether there is a contention window or not;
and the specific parameter of LBT comprises at

least one of: single CCA, eCCA, the defer period
or the random back-off value N, N being a natural
number.

32. The method according to claim 31, wherein the trans-
mission node acquires the specific parameter of LBT
in one of the following manners:

the base station notifies the transmission node
of the specific parameter for execution of LBT
through UL grant information; or,
the transmission node determines the specific
parameters of LBT according to a subframe ratio
and OFDM symbols occupied by execution of
corresponding LBT; or,
the specific parameters of LBT are predefined,
and the transmission node directly acquire the
predefined specific parameters of LBT.

33. The method according to claim 31, wherein the ran-
dom back-off value N is obtained in any one of the
following manners:

configuration by the base station; presetting; or
random generation by the transmission node ac-
cording to a preset algorithm,
wherein a value range of the value N is related
to a length of the configured CCA detection time
period and a size of a contention window.

34. The method according to claim 33, wherein random
generation of the random back-off value N according
to the preset algorithm comprises:

generating a random number N as the random
back-off value N through a uniform distribution
function; or,
generating a random number N as the random
back-off value N through a binomial distribution
function; or,
generating a random number N as the random
back-off value N through a normal distribution
function.

35. The method according to claim 1, wherein the frame
scheduling manner comprises at least one of: single-
frame scheduling, multi-frame scheduling, self-
scheduling or cross-carrier scheduling.

36. The method according to claim 1, before performing,
by the transmission node, contention-based access
according to the predefined information, further com-
prising:

when a base station with data to be sent exe-
cutes DL LBT to obtain the right to use the un-
licensed carrier by contention and sends DL da-
ta and UL grant information to the transmission
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node, executing, by the transmission node, LBT
before sending the UL data and after receiving
the information sent by the base station; or,
after a base station with no data to be sent ex-
ecutes DL LBT to obtain the right to use the un-
licensed carrier by contention, sending a re-
served signal to occupy the channel until a mo-
ment when the transmission node executes
LBT, or sending indication information to notify
the transmission node to execute LBT; or,
when the transmission node has a data service,
executing, by the transmission node, LBT ac-
cording to a preset LBT location; or,
executing, by the transmission node, LBT ac-
cording to received grant information.

37. The method according to claim 36, wherein the trans-
mission node acquires the location where LBT is ex-
ecuted in a semi-static configuration or dynamic con-
figuration manner.

38. The method according to claim 37, wherein semi-
static configuration comprises:
configuration through DCI; or, configuration in a sub-
frame structure ratio manner.

39. The method according to claim 37, wherein dynamic
configuration comprises that: for the dynamically
configured UL and DL frame structure, the base sta-
tion dynamically notifies the transmission node ac-
cording to a load condition.

40. The method according to claim 4, 24, 25, 26, 27 or
28, wherein directly executing, by the transmission
node, an eCCA random back-off process for conten-
tion-based access or a random back-off CCA detec-
tion process of eCCA comprises:

when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is idle, per-
forming, by the transmission node, a decrement
operation on the random back-off value N, judg-
ing, by the transmission node, whether the ran-
dom back-off value N subjected to the decre-
ment operation is equal to 0 or not, when a judg-
ment result is YES, using, by the transmission
node, the unlicensed carrier for data transmis-
sion, and when the judgment result is NO, exe-
cuting, by the transmission node, next random
back-off CCA detection; or,
when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is idle, judg-
ing, by the transmission node, whether the ran-
dom back-off value N is equal to 0 or not, when
a judgment result is YES, using, by the trans-
mission node, the unlicensed carrier for data
transmission, and when the judgment result is
NO, performing, by the transmission node, the

decrement operation on the random back-off
value N, and continuing executing random back-
off CCA detection in eCCA; and
when it is detected that the channel is busy, ex-
ecuting, by the transmission node, next random
back-off CCA detection.

41. The method according to claim 40, further compris-
ing:

when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is busy, per-
forming, by the transmission node, the defer pe-
riod detection, and when it is detected in the de-
fer period that the channel is idle, performing,
by the transmission node, next random back-off
CCA detection; wherein
when it is assessed in the defer period that the
channel is idle, the transmission node performs
the decrement operation on the random back-
off value N, judging, by the transmission node,
whether the random back-off value N subjected
to the decrement operation is equal to 0 or not,
when a judgment result is YES, using, by the
transmission node, the unlicensed carrier for da-
ta transmission, and when the judgment result
is NO, executing, by the transmission node, next
random back-off CCA detection; or,
when it is assessed in the defer period that the
channel is idle, judging, by the transmission
node, whether the random back-off value N is
equal to 0 or not, when a judgment result is YES,
using, by the transmission node, the unlicensed
carrier for data transmission, and when the judg-
ment result is NO, performing, by the transmis-
sion node, the decrement operation on the ran-
dom back-off value N, and performing, by the
transmission node, next random back-off CCA
detection.

42. The method according to claim 40, further compris-
ing:

when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is busy, per-
forming, the transmission node, the defer period
detection, when it is detected in the defer period
that the channel is idle, executing the operation
of decrement by the preset number on the ran-
dom back-off value N, and judging whether the
random back-off value N is equal to 0 or not, and
when a judgment result is YES, using, by the
transmission node, the unlicensed carrier for da-
ta transmission; and
when the judgment result is NO, repeatedly ex-
ecuting, by the transmission node, random
back-off CCA detection in eCCA or executing,
by the transmission node, random back-off CCA
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detection in eCCA and the defer period detection
when it is detected that the channel is busy, and
when the random back-off value N is 0, deter-
mining, by the transmission node, that the right
to use the unlicensed carrier is acquired.

43. The method according to claim 40, further compris-
ing: in the defer period, executing, by the transmis-
sion node, random back-off CCA detection in eCCA,
and when it is detected that the channel is idle, de-
termining, by the transmission node, that the right to
use the unlicensed carrier is acquired, otherwise re-
peatedly executing random back-off CCA detection
in eCCA until the duration when it is detected that
the channel keeps idle reaches the duration of the
defer period, wherein a duration of random back-off
CCA detection in each eCCA is 9ms or 10ms.

44. The method according to claim 42, wherein perform-
ing, by the transmission node, the decrement oper-
ation on the random back-off value N comprises:
when it is detected that the channel is idle, decre-
menting, by the transmission node, the random
back-off value N by a preset number, wherein the
preset number is dynamically adjusted or kept con-
stant.

45. The method according to claim 40, when the trans-
mission node directly executes eCCA or executes
the random back-off CCA detection process of eC-
CA, further comprising: acquiring, by the transmis-
sion node, the random back-off value N.

46. The method according to claim 4, wherein executing,
by the transmission node, single CCA and eCCA for
contention-based access comprises:

executing, by the transmission node, single
CCA, and when it is detected that the channel
is idle, determining, by the transmission node,
that the right to use the unlicensed carrier is ac-
quired;
otherwise, when it is detected that the channel
is busy, performing, by the transmission node,
the eCCA random back-off process, or, the defer
period detection, and after it is detected in the
defer period that the channel is idle, performing,
by the transmission node, the eCCA random
back-off process;
when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is idle, per-
forming, by the transmission node, the operation
of decrement by the preset number on the ran-
dom back-off value N, and judging whether the
decreased random back-off value N is 0 or not,
when a judgment result is YES, determining, by
the transmission node, that the right to use the
unlicensed carrier is acquired, and when the

judgment result is NO, executing, by the trans-
mission node, next random back-off CCA detec-
tion; or,
when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is idle, judg-
ing whether the random back-off value N is equal
to 0 or not, when a judgment result is YES, using,
by the transmission node, the unlicensed carrier
for data transmission, and when the judgment
result is NO, performing, by the transmission
node, the decrement operation on the random
back-off value N, and continuing executing ran-
dom back-off CCA detection in eCCA.

47. The method according to claim 46, further compris-
ing:
when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is busy, performing,
by the transmission node, the defer period detection,
after it is detected in the defer period that the channel
is idle, continuing executing, by the transmission
node, random back-off CCA detection of eCCA, and
when the random back-off value N is decreased to
0, determining, by the transmission node, that the
right to use the unlicensed carrier is acquired.

48. The method according to claim 47, when performing,
by the transmission node, the defer period detection
comprising:

when it is detected in the defer period that the
channel is idle, not executing the operation of
decrement by the preset numerical value on the
random back-off value N; or,
when it is detected in the defer period that the
channel is idle, performing the operation of dec-
rement by the preset numerical value on the ran-
dom back-off value N.

49. The method according to claim 48, wherein perform-
ing the operation of decrement by the preset numer-
ical value in the defer periodcomprises:
when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, performing the operation of decrement by
the preset number on the random back-off value N,
wherein the preset decrement number is a prede-
fined numerical value; or determining a final preset
decrement number of N in case of "idle" in the defer
period according to the number of times of preset-
duration CCA detection executable in case of "idle"
detected in the defer period and the value by which
decrement is performed when "idle" is determined
by preset-duration CCA detection once; or, execut-
ing random back-off CCA detection for a preset
number of times in the defer period, and when it is
detected once that the channel is idle, performing
the operation of decrement by the preset numerical
value on the random back-off value N.
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50. The method according to claim 46, further compris-
ing:
when the transmission node executes random back-
off CCA detection in eCCA to determine that the
channel is idle, using, by the transmission node, the
unlicensed carrier for data transmission.

51. The method according to claim 46, further compris-
ing:
when the transmission node executes random back-
off CCA detection in eCCAto determine that the
channel is busy, performing, by the transmission
node, the defer period detection, and when it is de-
tected in the defer period that the channel is idle for
a preset number of times, determining, by the trans-
mission node, that the right to use the unlicensed
carrier is acquired, wherein the preset number of
times is predefined and configured or acquired ac-
cording to a duration of detection in the defer period
and the duration of random back-off CCA detection
in eCCA.

52. The method according to claim 1 or 4, when multiple
transmission nodes are required to multiplex an un-
licensed carrier resource obtained by contention for
data transmission together, further comprising:

when geographical distances between the mul-
tiple transmission nodes are smaller than a pre-
set value and mutual interference is lower than
a threshold value, configuring, by the base sta-
tion, the same random back-off value N for the
multiple transmission nodes;
when the geographical distances of the multiple
transmission nodes are larger than or equal to
the preset value and the mutual interference is
more than or equal to the threshold value, gen-
erating, by the multiple transmission nodes, cor-
responding random back-off values N respec-
tively;
when a symbol boundary is not reached at a
moment when the random back-off value N cor-
responding to any transmission node in the mul-
tiple transmission nodes is decreased to 0,
sending, by the any transmission node, a re-
served signal, the reserved signal being config-
ured for each transmission node except the any
transmission node to recognize for continuous
random back-off; or
when a subframe boundary is reached at the
moment when the random back-off value N cor-
responding to the any transmission node in the
multiple transmission nodes is decreased to 0,
not allowing the transmission node of which the
corresponding random back-off value N is not
decreased to 0 in the multiple transmission
nodes to multiplex the unlicensed carrier re-
source or reserving, by the transmission node

successfully acquiring the unlicensed carrier, a
specific CCA detection frequency-domain re-
source configured for recognition and resource
multiplexing of the transmission node of which
the value N is not decreased to 0 on a data trans-
mission resource.

53. The method according to claim 52, wherein sending,
by the any transmission node sends the reserved
signal comprises:
sending, by the any transmission node, the reserved
signal containing preset recognition information on
a full bandwidth, the preset recognition information
comprising at least one of: a cell Identifier, ID, a group
ID and an operating company ID; and sending, by
the any transmission node, a reserved signal with a
specific frequency-domain pattern.

54. The method according to claim 1 or 4, further com-
prising:
acquiring, by the transmission node, the right to use
the unlicensed carrier, comprising that:

for LBT with the random back-off window, when
the random back-off value N is decreased to 0
when the transmission node executes LBT with
the random back-off window in the preset
number of configured OFDM symbols, acquir-
ing, by the transmission node, the right to use
the unlicensed carrier, wherein that the random
back-off value N is decreased to 0 comprises
that the random back-off value N is decreased
to 0 in the defer period; or,
for LBT with the random back-off window, when
the transmission node executes LBT with the
random back-off window in the preset number
of configured OFDM symbols and detects
through the random back-off CCA detection that
the channel is idle once or for a preset number
of times, or when the random back-off value N
is not decreased to 0 at the time that the trans-
mission node executes till a boundary of the pre-
set number of OFDM symbols, forcibly perform-
ing a zero setting operation on the random back-
off value N, and determining, by the transmis-
sion node, that the right to use the unlicensed
carrier is acquired; or freezing the random back-
off value N of the transmission node of which
the random back-off value N is not decreased
to 0 for use during the next contention-based
access;
for an LBT process without the random back-off
window, when the transmission node executes
single CCA detection to determine that the chan-
nel is idle, acquiring, by the transmission node,
the right to use the unlicensed carrier; or,
for the LBT process without the random back-
off window, when it is determined by one detec-
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tion in multiple single CCA detections executed
by the transmission node that the channel is idle,
acquiring, by the transmission node, the right to
use the unlicensed carrier.

55. The method according to claim 1 or 4 or 12, wherein
at least one of the location where LBT is executed,
the CCA detection time period, the LBT mechanism,
the corresponding parameter of the LBT mecha-
nism, or, the number of the symbols used to execute
CCA detection is acquired in at least one of the fol-
lowing manners:
notification to the UE by the base station through the
DCI; predefinition; configuration in the subframe
structure ratio manner; or dynamic notification to the
UE by the base station according to the load condi-
tion.

56. The method according to claim 55, wherein the CCA
detection or LBT location is last one or more OFDM
symbols of the previous subframe of the scheduling
subframe.

57. A device for contention-based access, comprising

an acquisition unit, arranged to acquire prede-
fined information; and
an access unit, arranged to perform contention-
based access according to the predefined infor-
mation,
wherein the predefined information comprises
at least one of: a frame structure, a data trans-
mission subframe location, a data type, dedicat-
ed indication signaling, a frame scheduling man-
ner or data transmission.

58. The device according to claim 57, wherein the frame
structure comprises: a Frequency Division Duplex,
FDD, frame structure; or, a Time Division Duplex,
TDD, frame structure; or, a dynamically configured
Uplink, UL, and Downlink, DL, frame structure.

59. The device according to claim 58, wherein, when the
predefined information comprises the frame struc-
ture, the access unit is specifically arranged to:
for the FDD frame structure, or, the TDD frame struc-
ture, or, the dynamically configured UL and DL frame
structure, adopt Listen Before Talk, LBT, without a
random back-off window or LBT with the random
back-off window during contention-based access.

60. The device according to claim 59, wherein LBT with
the random back-off window comprises at least one
of:

direct execution of evolution Clear Channel As-
sessment, eCCA,
execution of single Clear Channel Assessment,

CCA, and eCCA, and
execution of eCCA with a defer period;
and/or,
wherein LBT without the random back-off win-
dow comprises:

execution of single CCA only, or,
execution of single CCA for a preset number
of times.

61. The device according to claim 60, wherein a random
back-off value of eCCA is N, N being a natural
number.

62. The device according to claim 59, wherein, when
there are multiple contiguous UL subframes in the
frame structure, the access unit is specifically ar-
ranged to:
before a first UL subframe, execute an LBT mecha-
nism for contention-based access on configured
symbols having a number larger than and/or equal
to a predetermined number; and for subsequent UL
subframes, execute the LBT mechanism for conten-
tion-based access on a last Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing, OFDM, symbol of a previous
subframe of a configured scheduling subframe or a
preset frequency-domain resource pattern in the last
OFDM symbol, wherein the predetermined number
is configured or predefined by a base station.

63. The device according to claim 62, wherein, when a
subframe for executing contention-based access is
a special subframe during transmission on the first
UL subframe, a preset number of OFDM symbols in
a previous subframe of the first UL subframe com-
prise:

a preset number of OFDM symbols in a Down-
link Pilot Time Slot, DwPTS; or,
a preset number of OFDM symbols in a Guard
Period, GP; or,
a preset number of OFDM symbols in anUplink
Pilot Time Slot, UpPTS,
wherein a minimum value of the preset number
is a last OFDM symbol of at least one of the
DwPTS, the GP or the UpPTS; and a maximum
value of the preset number corresponds to a
number of symbols occupied by at least one of
the DwPTS, the GP or the UpPTS respectively.

64. The device according to claim 59 or 60, wherein

for one transmission burst, an LBT mechanism
with the random back-off window is executed in
a first subframe of the transmission burst, and
the LBT mechanism with the random back-off
window is executed in subsequent subframes;
or,
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for one transmission burst, the LBT mechanism
with the random back-off window is executed in
a first subframe of the transmission burst, and
an LBT mechanism without the random back-
off window is executed in subsequent sub-
frames.

65. The device according to claim 59 or 60, wherein,
when there are multiple contiguous UL subframes,
the access unit is arranged to:

no matter whether a previous subframe suc-
cessfully execute LBT or not, perform CCA de-
tection in subsequent subframes according to
the LBT mechanism with the random back-off
window; or,
no matter whether the LBT mechanism is exe-
cuted successfully in the previous subframe,
perform CCA detection in the subsequent sub-
frames according to the LBT mechanism without
the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, perform CCA detec-
tion in the subsequent subframes according to
the LBT mechanism with the random back-off
window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, perform CCA detec-
tion in the subsequent subframes according to
the LBT mechanism without the random back-
off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, perform CCA detec-
tion in the subsequent subframes according to
an LBT mechanism configured by the base sta-
tion; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, perform CCA detec-
tion in the subsequent subframes according to
the LBT mechanism, configured by the base sta-
tion, without the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, perform CCA detec-
tion in the subsequent subframes according to
the LBT mechanism, configured by the base sta-
tion, with the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism suc-
ceeds in the previous subframe, perform CCA
detection in the subsequent subframes accord-
ing to the LBT mechanism with the random back-
off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism suc-
ceeds in the previous subframe, perform CCA
detection in the subsequent subframes accord-
ing to the LBT mechanism without the random
back-off window.

66. The device according to claim 64, wherein, when

there are multiple contiguous UL subframes, the ac-
cess unit is specifically arranged to:

no matter whether the LBT mechanism is exe-
cuted successfully in the previous subframe,
perform CCA detection in the subsequent sub-
frames according to the LBT mechanism with
the random back-off window; or,
no matter whether the LBT mechanism is exe-
cuted successfully in the previous subframe,
perform CCA detection in the subsequent sub-
frames according to the LBT mechanism without
the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, perform CCA detec-
tion in the subsequent subframes according to
the LBT mechanism with the random back-off
window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, perform CCA detec-
tion in the subsequent subframes according to
the LBT mechanism without the random back-
off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, perform CCA detec-
tion in the subsequent subframes according to
the LBT mechanism configured by the base sta-
tion; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, perform CCA detec-
tion in the subsequent subframes according to
the LBT mechanism, configured by the base sta-
tion, without the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism is failed
in the previous subframe, perform CCA detec-
tion in the subsequent subframes according to
the LBT mechanism, configured by the base sta-
tion, with the random back-off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism suc-
ceeds in the previous subframe, perform CCA
detection in the subsequent subframes accord-
ing to the LBT mechanism with the random back-
off window; or,
when execution of the LBT mechanism suc-
ceeds in the previous subframe, perform CCA
detection in the subsequent subframes accord-
ing to the LBT mechanism without the random
back-off window.

67. The device according to claim 60, wherein a duration
of single CCA detection is arranged to be at least
one of: 34ms, 25ms, 20ms, 18ms, 16ms, 9ms or 10ms.

68. The device according to claim 60, wherein
a starting point of single CCA detection is a fixed
location or dynamic random location within a config-
ured CCA detection time period.
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69. The device according to claim 68, wherein
the configured CCA detection time period is divided
into multiple time intervals.

70. The device according to claim 68 or 69, wherein
when the starting location of single CCA detection
is the fixed location, the starting location of single
CCA detection is a starting location of a specific time
period of the multiple time intervals.

71. The device according to claim 70, wherein

the specific time period, or, the fixed starting lo-
cation of CCA detection is determined in at least
one of the following manners:
predefinition; Downlink Control Information,
DCI, signaling to User Equipment, UE, by the
base station through; appointment by the base
station and the UE; or, negotiation between
transmission nodes; or, configuration.

72. The device according to claim 68 or 69, wherein
when the starting location of single CCA detection
is the dynamic random location, the starting location
of single CCA detection is one of:

a location randomly selected from the config-
ured CCA detection time period; or,
a starting location of a time period randomly se-
lected from the multiple time intervals in the con-
figured CCA detection time period; or,
a location randomly selected from the time pe-
riod randomly selected from the multiple time
intervals in the configured CCA detection time
period; or,
a location randomly selected from a fixed time
period in the multiple time intervals in the con-
figured CCA detection time period.

73. The device according to claim 60, 68 or 69, wherein

when determining that a channel is busy by the
single CCA detection, single CCA detection is
continued to be executed, and when it is detect-
ed that the channel has kept idle from a moment
when the channel changes from busy to idle for
a preset duration of the single CCA detection ,
it is considered that CCA detection succeeds; or,
single CCA detection is executed, and when de-
tecting that the channel has kept idle for the pre-
set duration of the single CCA detection, it is
considered that the CCA detection succeeds.

74. The device according to claim 73, wherein

when detecting by single CCA detection that the
channel is busy or execution of CCA is failed,
one point in the time intervals after the location

where single CCA is executed last time is ran-
domly selected as a starting point of execution
of a next single CCA detection; or,
the starting point of execution of next single CCA
detection is randomly selected from the config-
ured CCA detection time period; or,
a location where a busy state of the currently
detected channel is ended is determined as the
starting point of execution of the next single CCA
detection.

75. The device according to claim 57 or 68, wherein
in case of asynchrony or synchrony or unfair conten-
tion for channel access between transmission
nodes, or, in case of unfair contention for channel
access between systems, at least one of the follow-
ing processing is performed:

adjusting the transmission nodes or the systems
to execute a LBT priority or a LBT mechanism;
alternately changing the transmission nodes or
the systems to detect starting locations of CCA
detection ; or
randomly selecting the starting locations of CCA
detection by the transmission nodes or the sys-
tems.

76. The device according to claim 75, wherein
the operation that the priorities or LBT mechanism
methods for execution of LBT by the transmission
nodes or the systems are adjusted comprises at least
one of the following operations:

the transmission nodes adjust priorities or LBT
mechanisms for execution of a current LBT de-
tection on the basis of last LBT detection results;
the transmission nodes adjust the priorities or
LBT mechanisms for execution of the current
LBT detection on the basis of results of LBT de-
tection executed within a period of time;
the transmission nodes adjust the priorities or
LBT mechanisms for execution of the current
LBT detection on the basis of execution of the
LBT mechanisms for a preset number of times;
and
the transmission nodes adjust the priorities or
LBT mechanisms for execution of the current
LBT detection or remain idle for a preset period
of time on the basis that an accumulated sum
of time when LBT is successfully executed ex-
ceeds a preset threshold.

77. The device according to claim 76, wherein

when the transmission nodes successfully exe-
cute last LBT, the priorities or LBT mechanisms
for execution of the current LBT detection are
decreased; or,
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when the transmission nodes fail to execute last
LBT, the priorities or LBT mechanisms for exe-
cution of the current LBT detection this time are
increased; or,
when a number of times for which the transmis-
sion nodes successfully execute LBT detection
within a period of time is larger than a preset
threshold value, the priorities or LBT mecha-
nisms for execution of the current LBT detection
are decreased; or,
when a number of times for which the transmis-
sion nodes fail to execute LBT detection within
a period of time is larger than a preset threshold
value, the priorities or LBT mechanisms for ex-
ecution of the current LBT detection are in-
creased.

78. The device according to claim 60, wherein execution
of single CCA detection for the preset number of
times comprises that:

the preset number of times is obtained by round-
ing a value obtained by dividing the configured
CCA detection time period by the single CCA
detectionduration, or, is predefined;
during the configured CCA detection time peri-
od, a location of each single CCA detection is
fixed or dynamic; and
when the location of each single CCA detection
is dynamic, when it is detected that the channel
has kept idle for a preset time within the config-
ured CCA detection time period, it is determined
that contention for a right to use an unlicensed
carrier succeeds,
wherein the locations of single CCA detection
of the preset number of times are mutually con-
tiguous, or mutually overlapped or mutually dis-
contiguous; when it is determined by single CCA
detection that the channel is idle, it is determined
that contention for the right to use the unlicensed
carrier succeeds; and when it is determined by
single CCA detection that the channel is busy,
single CCA detection is continued to be execut-
ed, and when it is detected that the channel is
idle, it is determined that contention for the right
to use the unlicensed carrier succeeds.

79. The device according to claim 78, wherein the trans-
mission node randomly selects the location of each
single CCA detection rom multiple single CCA de-
tection locations within the configured CCA detection
time period, or, configures the multiple single CCA
detection locations by predefinition.

80. The device according to claim 60, wherein execution
of eCCA with the defer period comprises that:

the defer period is executed at first, and then

eCCA is executed; or,
eCCA is executed at first, and when it is detected
that the channel is busy, the defer period is ex-
ecuted,
wherein a duration of the defer periodis arranged
to be any one of:

34us, 25us, 20us, 18us, 16us, 10us, 9us,
0us, an integral multiple of a duration of ran-
dom back-off CCA detection in eCCA and
one of combinations, obtained according to
an addition operation, of these options; or
the duration of random back-off CCA detec-
tion in eCCA is 9ms or 10us.

81. The device according to claim 80, wherein the oper-
ation that the defer period is executed at first and
then eCCA is executed comprises that:
detection in the defer period is executed, and when
it is detected in the defer period that the channel is
idle, random back-off CCA detection of eCCA is ex-
ecuted.

82. The device according to claim 80 or 81, wherein
when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, an operation of decrement by a preset
number is performed on the random back-off value
N, or, no operation is performed on the random back-
off value N,
wherein the preset number is a predefined numerical
value; or, the preset number is determined according
to a number of times of preset-duration CCA detec-
tion executable during detection in the defer period
and a value by which the random back-off value N
is decremented when it is determined once by pre-
set-duration CCA detection that the channel is idle.

83. The device according to claim 80 or 81, wherein
when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is busy, the access unit continues executing CCA
detection, and when it is detected that the channel
has kept idle for a preset duration of the defer period,
determines that the channel is idle during detection
in the defer period.

84. The device according to claim 82, wherein
when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is busy, the access unit continues executing CCA
detection, and when it is detected that the channel
has kept idle for the preset duration of the defer pe-
riod, determines that the channel is idle during de-
tection in the defer period.

85. The device according to claim 57, wherein the data
type comprises: a new data packet; or, a retransmit-
ted data packet, wherein durations of parameters,
corresponding to different types of data packets, in-
volved in execution of the LBT mechanism are dif-
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ferent.

86. The device according to claim 85, wherein the dura-
tion of the parameters, corresponding to the retrans-
mitted data packet, involved in execution of the LBT
mechanism is smaller than the duration of the pa-
rameters, corresponding to the new data packet, in-
volved in execution of the LBT mechanism.

87. The device according to claim 57, wherein the ded-
icated indication signaling comprises that:

the base station configures whether each func-
tion of LBT is enabled or not and specific param-
eters of LBT; or the transmission node deter-
mines whether each function of LBT is enabled
or not and the specific parameter of LBT,
wherein whether each function of LBT is enabled
or not comprises: whether to adopt a dynamic
exponential back-off window or not, whether to
adopt a fixed contention back-off window or not,
or whether there is a contention window or not;
and the specific parameter of LBT comprises at
least one of: single CCA, eCCA, the defer period
or the random back-off value N, N being a natural
number.

88. The device according to claim 87, wherein the ac-
quisition unit acquires the specific parameter of LBT
in one of the following manners:

the base station notifies the transmission node
of the specific parameter for execution of LBT
through UL grant information; or,
the transmission node determines the specific
parameters of LBT according to a subframe ratio
and an OFDM symbols occupied by execution
of corresponding LBT; or,
the specific parameters of LBT are predefined,
and the transmission node directly acquire the
predefined specific parameters of LBT.

89. The device according to claim 87, wherein the ran-
dom back-off value N is obtained in any one of the
following manners:

configuration by the base station; presetting; or
random generation by the transmission node ac-
cording to a preset algorithm,
wherein a value range of the value N is related
to a length of the configured CCA detection time
period and a size of a contention window.

90. The device according to claim 89, wherein random
generation of the random back-off value N according
to the preset algorithm comprises that:

a random number N is generated as the random

back-off value N through a uniform distribution
function; or,
a random number N is generated as the random
back-off value N through a binomial distribution
function; or,
a random number N is generated as the random
back-off value N through a normal distribution
function.

91. The device according to claim 57, wherein the frame
scheduling manner comprises at least one of: single-
frame scheduling, multi-frame scheduling, self-
scheduling or cross-carrier scheduling.

92. The device according to claim 57, wherein the ac-
cess unit is further configured to:

when a base station with data to be sent exe-
cutes DL LBT to obtain the right to use the un-
licensed carrier by contention and sends DL da-
ta and UL grant information to the transmission
node, executing, by the transmission node, LBT
before sending the UL data and after receiving
the information sent by the base station; or,
after a base station with no data to be sent ex-
ecutes DL LBT to obtain the right to use the un-
licensed carrier by contention, sending a re-
served signal to occupy the channel until a mo-
ment when the transmission node executes
LBT, or sending indication information to notify
the transmission node to execute LBT; or,
when the transmission node has a data service,
executing, by the transmission node, LBT ac-
cording to a preset LBT location; or,
executing, by the transmission node, LBT ac-
cording to received grant information.

93. The device according to claim 92, wherein the trans-
mission node acquires the location where LBT is ex-
ecuted in a semi-static configuration or dynamic con-
figuration manner.

94. The device according to claim 93, wherein semi-stat-
ic configuration comprises:
configuration through DCI; or, configuration in a sub-
frame structure ratio manner.

95. The device according to claim 93, wherein dynamic
configuration comprises that: for the dynamically
configured UL and DL frame structure, the base sta-
tion dynamically notifies the transmission node ac-
cording to a load condition.

96. The device according to claim 60, 80, 81, 82, 83 or
84, wherein the operation that the transmission node
directly executes an eCCA random back-off process
for contention-based access or a random back-off
CCA detection process of eCCA comprises that:
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when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the
transmission node performs a decrement oper-
ation on the random back-off value N, the trans-
mission node judges whether the random back-
off value N subjected to the decrement operation
is equal to 0 or not, when a judgment result is
YES, the transmission node uses the unlicensed
carrier for data transmission, and when the judg-
ment result is NO, the transmission node exe-
cutes next random back-off CCA detection; or,
when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the
transmission node judges whether the random
back-off value N is equal to 0 or not, when a
judgment result is YES, the transmission node
uses the unlicensed carrier for data transmis-
sion, and when the judgment result is NO, the
transmission node performs the decrement op-
eration on the random back-off value N, and con-
tinues executing random back-off CCA detec-
tion in eCCA; and
when it is detected that the channel is busy, the
transmission node executes next random back-
off CCA detection.

97. The device according to claim 96, wherein the ac-
cess unit is further configured to:

when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is busy,
cause the transmission node to enter the defer
period, and when it is detected in the defer period
that the channel is busy, perform, by the trans-
mission node, next random back-off CCA detec-
tion;
when it is assessed in the defer period that the
channel is idle, perform, by the transmission
node, the decrement operation on the random
back-off value N, judge, by the transmission
node, whether the random back-off value N sub-
jected to the decrement operation is equal to 0
or not, when a judgment result is YES, use, by
the transmission node, the unlicensed carrier for
data transmission, and when the judgment re-
sult is NO, execute, by the transmission node,
next random back-off CCA detection; or,
when it is assessed in the defer period that the
channel is idle, judge, by the transmission node,
whether the random back-off value N is equal
to 0 or not, when a judgment result is YES, use,
by the transmission node, the unlicensed carrier
for data transmission, and when the judgment
result is NO, perform, by the transmission node,
the decrement operation on the random back-
off value N, and perform, by the transmission
node, next random back-off CCA detection.

98. The device according to claim 96, wherein the ac-
cess unit is further configured to:

when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is busy,
cause the transmission node to enter the defer
period, when it is detected in the defer period
that the channel is idle, execute the operation
of decrement by the preset number on the ran-
dom back-off value N, and judge whether the
random back-off value N is equal to 0 or not, and
when a judgment result is YES, use, by the trans-
mission node, the unlicensed carrier for data
transmission; and
when the judgment result is NO, repeatedly ex-
ecute, by the transmission node, random back-
off CCA detection in eCCA or execute, by the
transmission node, random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA and enter the defer period when
it is detected that the channel is busy, and when
the random back-off value N is 0, determine, by
the transmission node, that the right to use the
unlicensed carrier is acquired.

99. The device according to claim 96, wherein the ac-
cess unit is further configured to: in the defer period,
execute, by the transmission node, random back-off
CCA detection in eCCA, and when it is detected that
the channel is idle, determine, by the transmission
node, that the right to use the unlicensed carrier is
acquired, otherwise repeatedly execute random
back-off CCA detection in eCCA until the duration
when it is detected that the channel keeps idle reach-
es the duration of the defer period, wherein a duration
of random back-off CCA detection in each eCCA is
9ms or 10ms.

100.The device according to claim 98, wherein the op-
eration that the transmission node performs the dec-
rement operation on the random back-off value N
comprises that:
when it is detected that the channel is idle, the trans-
mission node digresses the random back-off value
N by a preset number, wherein the preset number
is dynamically adjusted or kept constant.

101.The device according to claim 96, wherein, when the
transmission node directly executes eCCA or exe-
cutes the random back-off CCA detection process
of eCCA, the access unit is further configured to:
acquire the random back-off value N.

102.The device according to claim 60, wherein the op-
eration that the access unit executes single CCA and
eCCA for contention-based access comprises that:

the transmission node executes single CCA,
and when it is detected that the channel is idle,
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the transmission node determines that the right
to use the unlicensed carrier is acquired;
otherwise, when it is detected that the channel
is busy, the transmission node enters the eCCA
random back-off process, or, the defer period is
entered, and after it is detected in the defer pe-
riod that the channel is idle, the transmission
node enters the eCCA random back-off process;
when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the
transmission node performs the operation of
decrement by the preset number on the random
back-off value N, and judges whether the dec-
remented random back-off value N is 0 or not,
when a judgment result is YES, the transmission
node determines that the right to use the unli-
censed carrier is acquired, and when the judg-
ment result is NO, the transmission node exe-
cutes next random back-off CCA detection; or,
when it is determined by random back-off CCA
detection in eCCA that the channel is idle, the
transmission node judges whether the random
back-off value N is equal to 0 or not, when a
judgment result is YES, the transmission node
uses the unlicensed carrier for data transmis-
sion, and when the judgment result is NO, the
transmission node performs the decrement op-
eration on the random back-off value N, and con-
tinues executing random back-off CCA detec-
tion in eCCA.

103.The device according to claim 102, wherein the ac-
cess unit is further configured to:
when it is determined by random back-off CCA de-
tection in eCCA that the channel is busy, cause the
transmission node to enter the defer period, after it
is detected in the defer period that the channel is
idle, continue executing, by the transmission node,
random back-off CCA detection of eCCA, and when
the random back-off value N is decremented to 0,
determine, by the transmission node, that the right
to use the unlicensed carrier is acquired.

104.The device according to claim 103, wherein, when
the transmission node enters the defer period, the
following operations are comprised:

when it is detected in the defer period that the
channel is idle, the operation of decrement by
the preset numerical value is not executed on
the random back-off value N; or,
when it is detected in the defer period that the
channel is idle, the operation of decrement by
the preset numerical value is performed on the
random back-off value N.

105.The device according to claim 104, wherein the op-
eration that the operation of decrement by the preset

numerical value is performed in the defer periodcom-
prises that:
when it is detected in the defer period that the chan-
nel is idle, the operation of decrement by the preset
number is performed on the random back-off value
N, wherein the preset decrement number is a pre-
defined numerical value; or a final preset decrement
number of N in case of "idle" in the defer period is
determined according to the number of times of pre-
set-duration CCA detection executable in case of
"idle" detected in the defer period and the value by
which decrement is performed when "idle" is deter-
mined by preset-duration CCA detection once; or,
random back-off CCA detection is executed for a pre-
set number of times in the defer period, and when it
is detected once that the channel is idle, the opera-
tion of decrement by the preset numerical value is
performed on the random back-off value N.

106.The device according to claim 102, wherein the ac-
cess unit is further arranged to:
when the transmission node executes random back-
off CCA detection in eCCA to determine that the
channel is idle, use, by the transmission node, the
unlicensed carrier for data transmission.

107.The device according to claim 102, wherein the ac-
cess unit is further arranged to:
when the transmission node executes random back-
off CCA detection in eCCA to determine that the
channel is busy, perform, by the transmission node,
the defer period detection, and when it is detected
in the defer period that the channel is idle for a preset
number of times, determine, by the transmission
node, that the right to use the unlicensed carrier is
acquired, wherein the preset number of times is pre-
defined and configured or acquired according to a
duration of detection in the defer period and the du-
ration of random back-off CCA detection in eCCA.

108.The device according to claim 57 or 60, wherein,
when multiple transmission nodes are required to
multiplex an unlicensed carrier resource obtained by
contention for data transmission together, the ac-
cess unit is further arranged to:

when geographical distances between the mul-
tiple transmission nodes are smaller than a pre-
set value and mutual interference is lower than
a threshold value, configure, by the base station,
the same random back-off value N for the mul-
tiple transmission nodes;
when the geographical distances of the multiple
transmission nodes are larger than or equal to
the preset value and the mutual interference is
more than or equal to the threshold value, gen-
erate, by the multiple transmission nodes, cor-
responding random back-off values N respec-
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tively; when a symbol boundary is not reached
at a moment when the random back-off value N
corresponding to any transmission node in the
multiple transmission nodes is decreased to 0,
send, by the any transmission node, a reserved
signal, the reserved signal being configured for
each transmission node except the any trans-
mission node to recognize for continuous ran-
dom back-off; and when a subframe boundary
is reached at the moment when the random
back-off value N corresponding to the any trans-
mission node in the multiple transmission nodes
is decreased to 0, not allow the transmission
node of which the corresponding random back-
off value N is not decreased to 0 in the multiple
transmission nodes to multiplex the unlicensed
carrier resource or reserve, by the transmission
node successfully acquiring the unlicensed car-
rier, a specific CCA detection frequency-domain
resource configured for recognition and re-
source multiplexing of the transmission node of
which the value N is not decreased to 0 on a
data transmission resource.

109.The device according to claim 108, wherein the op-
eration that the any transmission node sends the re-
served signal comprises that:
the any transmission node sends the reserved signal
containing preset recognition information on a full
bandwidth, the preset recognition information com-
prising at least one of: a cell ID, a group ID and an
operating company ID; and the any transmission
node sends a reserved signal with a specific frequen-
cy-domain pattern.

110.The device according to claim 57 or 60, wherein the
access unit is further arranged to:
acquire, by the transmission node, the right to use
the unlicensed carrier, comprising that:

for LBT with the random back-off window, when
the random back-off value N is decreased to 0
when the transmission node executes LBT with
the random back-off window in the preset
number of configured OFDM symbols, the trans-
mission node acquires the right to use the unli-
censed carrier, wherein that the random back-
off value N is decreased to 0 comprises that the
random back-off value N is decreased to 0 in
the defer period; or,
for LBT with the random back-off window, when
the transmission node executes LBT with the
random back-off window in the preset number
of configured OFDM symbols and detects
through the random back-off CCA detection that
the channel is idle once or for a preset number
of times, or when the random back-off value N
is not decreased to 0 at the time that the trans-

mission node executes till a boundary of the pre-
set number of OFDM symbols, a zero setting
operation is forcibly performed on the random
back-off value N, and the transmission node de-
termines that the right to use the unlicensed car-
rier is acquired; or the random back-off value N
of the transmission node of which the random
back-off value N is not decreased to 0 is frozen
for use during the next contention-based ac-
cess;
for an LBT process without the random back-off
window, when the transmission node executes
single CCA detection to determine that the chan-
nel is idle, the transmission node acquires the
right to use the unlicensed carrier; or,
for the LBT process without the random back-
off window, when it is determined by one detec-
tion in multiple single CCA detections executed
by the transmission node that the channel is idle,
the transmission node acquires the right to use
the unlicensed carrier.

111.The device according to claim 57 or 60 or 68, wherein
at least one of the location where LBT is executed,
the CCA detection time period, the LBT mechanism,
the corresponding parameter of the LBT mechanism
or the number of the symbols arranged to execute
CCA detection are/is acquired in at least one of the
following manners:
notification to the UE by the base station through the
DCI; predefinition; configuration in the subframe
structure ratio manner; or dynamic notification to the
UE by the base station according to the load condi-
tion.

112.The device according to claim 111, wherein the CCA
detection or LBT location is last one or more OFDM
symbols of the previous subframe of the scheduling
subframe.
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